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I think we could all be forgiven  
for thinking that it’s a mad, mad 
world that we’re living in right now 

– even the summer, which saw June 
begin with so much promise, delivered 
an unwanted, early dose of autumn. 

The Brexit debacle rumbles ever  
on, only now with the added prospect 
and misery of an imminent General 
Election: it’s hard not to wonder if 
we’ll ever feel ‘normal’ again.  

Time therefore, I think, to take 
stock and consider our lot. And the 
truth is that we have a huge amount  
to feel good about. And feel good  
we should.  

 Never has it been 
more important to 
be ready, willing 
and able to bat away 
the doom-mongers 
and to realise, and 
celebrate, the fact 
that our industry  
is looking in pretty  
good shape.   

Yes, it’s true: the 
pub sector is in rude 
health and it’s the 
first time in many years that I’ve felt 
confident enough to say that. Yes, 
there is uncertainty, but let’s not forget 
where we have been and what we have 
been through, because right now, our 
great British pubs and breweries are 

being courted by rich foreign 
investors, who recognise that 
what we have is special and worth 
investing in. That is something  
to be celebrated.  

Yes, we all feel sad that 
our ‘British institutions’ 
are passing into foreign 
ownership, but what the 
acquisitions of Greene 
King and Fuller’s both 
bring (when run with the 
right intentions, and we’ve no  
reason to believe they won’t be)  
is a welcome boost.  

Speaking as a small pub operator,  
I see these companies 
wanting to put their 
money into the UK’s 
pubs and breweries 
as a good thing. It 
fuels confidence  
in our sector. I also 
believe that the 
change we have  
gone through in  
the last decade  
– the segmentation  
of the sector that  

led to Ei and Punch selling off huge 
rafts of pubs – has resulted in both 
these operators becoming more 
nimble, sharper and better businesses, 
more in tune with their communities  
and customers.  

BII CHAIR MARK ROBSON FBII 

IT MIGHT FEEL LIKE A MAD WORLD, BUT MARK ROBSON SAYS IT’S TIME TO TAKE 
STOCK, BAT AWAY THE DOOM-MONGERS AND RECOGNISE THAT BRITISH PUBS 
HAVE A HUGE AMOUNT TO CELEBRATE 

OUR BRITISH PUB SECTOR  
IS IN GREAT HEALTH & SHOWING 
THAT IT’S FIGHTING FIT

“YOU MAY THINK  
I ’M BEING A LITTLE 
BIT MAD FOR 
WANTING TO SING 
OUT FROM THE 
ROOFTOPS, BUT WE 
SHOULD ALL FEEL 
INCREDIBLY PROUD 
OF OUR INDUSTRY”

I look at the great 
companies currently 
operating in the UK – 
Stonegate, Admiral, Star, 
etc – and see businesses in great 
shape, performing well financially 
with strong leaders and a strong vision. 

Why wouldn’t overseas investors 
eye up our industry and want to be 
part of it? 

After decades of bad investments, 
pub closures and poor planning,  
I believe the larger pub operators are 
investing more sensibly than ever 
before, basing their decisions upon 
more carefully thought-through 
strategies, proper research and 
an understanding of the market, 
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customer base and target audience.  
It’s no longer the case of the ‘head 

office suits’ chucking money at a pub 
to deliver a quick facelift in order to 
divide any investment by seven to add 
onto the rent. Crazy high rents are no 
longer sustainable and, as the big pub 
bosses are learning, they aren’t good 
for the bottom line. 

At the BII too, we’re all feeling 
incredibly positive. We’ve welcomed 
on board our new Chief Operations 
Officer, Steven Alton CBII, an innovator  
and incredibly sharp operator who 
is well-placed to move us forward to 
the next level, building on the solid 
foundations created by Mike Clist  
CBII and my predecessor, Anthony 
Pender CBII. 

You may think I’m being a little 
bit mad for wanting to sing out from 
the rooftops, but we should all feel 
incredibly proud of our industry right 
now. We should be proud of the pubs 
that we run so professionally, proud 

to be part of an exciting, passionate 
sector and proud to be part of the 
change that we’re creating here at  
the BII. There has really never been  
a better time to get involved with your 
industry’s professional body.  

Finally, I’d like to share with you 
another reason I have to celebrate.  
I’m a huge fan of the excellent benefits 
offered to members by the BII, in 
fact, I’ve just saved Red Mist (my pub 
company) £20k a year after signing up 
with WasteSource. There is real value 
for you in asking our Marketplace 
partners to look at your current 
contracts, from insurance, to finance 
to waste management.  

Speaking from personal experience, 
there are big savings to be made and 
quite frankly, I think you’d be mad  
not to. 

TO BOOK YOUR PLACE  
contact Anne Steele  

anne.steele@propelinfo.com

THIS YEAR’S AWARDS SEE  
THE INTRODUCTION OF  

THREE NEW CATEGORIES:  
HR Manager of the Year – for 

operators with under  
30 outlets 

HR Manager of the Year – for 
operators with over 30 outlets 

Most Innovative  
Recruitment Strategy 

THESE NEW CATEGORIES JOIN  
THE EXISTING LINE-UP OF:
Best Training Programme  

- Leased & Tenanted Companies 

Best Managed Training  
Programme - Companies  

under 50 outlets 

Best Managed Training 
Programme  

- Companies over 50 outlets 

Professional Trainer of the Year 

Best Apprenticeship  
Training Programme 

Best Casual Dining  
Training Programme

National Innovation  
in Training Awards

November 26, 2019  
(Tuesday) 

at Café de Paris, London

“The NITAs are a celebration  
of the most successful individuals 
and businesses in the licensed retail 
market today. Our finalists have 
shown that they value, support and 
champion their people by continuing 
to invest in and develop their training 
programmes. Now, more than 
ever, it’s vital that we recognise, 
reward and share their successes  
so that we can encourage 
further innovation in  
our fantastic industry  
for years to come.”

MIKE CLIST, BII CEO

BOOK  YOUR  PLACE  NOW!
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W ith Mike Clist CBII having 
announced his plans 
to step down as Chief 

Executive next year, Steven Alton CBII 
has been appointed Chief Operating 
Officer and will be working alongside 
Mike during a transition period, 
before fully taking the helm in 2020. 
This interim period is a time Steven 
will relish, as he is free to get ‘out and 
about’ to meet and listen to members, 
while immersing himself into the BII 
team, both at the Farnborough head 
office and in the regions.    

Steven has a strong message  
to deliver, which is, that he is here to 
serve the membership, to build on the 
strong foundations laid by Mike and 
the team, and to develop new and even 
better services to support members 
day-in and day-out. Professional, first 
class support, he explains, in the form 
of insight, expertise and practical 
solutions, provided to members 
(including head office teams within 
multiple operating groups) quickly 
and efficiently.  

He is focused on 
developing the BII 
into a highly valued 
resource, one that 
can be relied upon  
as ‘a trusted member 
of your team’: there 
to support with its industry expertise; 
business tools and well-researched 
solutions; along with career guidance, 
targeted at the full range of members, 
from new entrants to experienced 
licensee professionals and their staff.  

“The BII is unique within the 
industry,” Steven explains. “It’s 
an independent, professional 
membership organisation that is all 
about supporting its members and 
helping their businesses. 

“I WANT TO BUILD A BII THAT WE 
CAN ALL BE FIERCELY PROUD OF, ONE 
THAT YOU, THE MEMBERSHIP, WILL 
PROMOTE, SUPPORT AND RECOMMEND 
TO FELLOW LICENSEES”

“We are all operating in an uncertain  
world right now and there has never 
been a more important time for the BII  
to enhance its value and increase its  
level of engagement with its members.”  

A BII Trustee for the past two years, 
Steven first became involved with the 
hospitality sector nine years ago when 
he joined Vianet, the key provider  
of intelligent, technological solutions 
to the trade. As Managing Director for 
six years, he has been responsible for 
driving the business forward, creating 
services dedicated to improving retail 
sales and profit performance.  

“I’ve always been passionate about 
pubs and beer. I’m a huge supporter  
of pubs and what they do – in terms  
of community, as places to gather and 
to celebrate – and I can see the massive 
difference that really good operators 
make by doing the basics incredibly 
well,” he says. “I’ve had the privilege 
of working with some of the best 
operators in the sector, supporting 
them to help identify the changes they 

need to make in order to drive their 
businesses forward.

“And I fully appreciate what 
complex businesses our members run. 
There is no other sector that has to 
balance the massive and the constantly 
changing nature of consumer tastes 
and requirements with serious 
business issues; increased costs, the 
challenges associated with finding, 
developing and retaining talented  
staff and so on.”

Steven’s own background is 
impressive, having led a number  
of market-leading technology 
businesses for 25 years, including 
security, IT, outsourcing and telecoms. 

“At Vianet, our team ethos was 
always to be seen as an extension  
of the pub team, whether that was 
for an individual licensee, a small 
multiple operator, or one of the large 
pub groups. It was my involvement 
with these businesses and their people 
that spurred my interest and led me to 
want to become more involved in the 
wider industry, including taking on 
the role of BII Trustee two years ago.”  

He continues: “I believe I have the  
skills to help develop the BII further, 
to enhance its value and help the 
organisation transform to be better 
able to support its members as pressures  
on their businesses grow, by providing 
the necessary guidance and expertise 
to relieve day-to-day pressures.” 

As Steven settles into his new role, 
the first item on his ‘to do’ list is to 
hear from the members. 

“I never want to stop learning 
through asking questions to ensure 
that the team and I have the best 
understanding of the challenges 
and opportunities of the sector. I’m 
continually impressed by the high 
quality of the people working in our 
industry, fantastic individuals and 
teams who are always coming up with  
new approaches to ensure they are never  
sitting still and are continually 
developing their people and their 
businesses.  

“This is an industry with a huge 
amount of energy and I never cease 
to be humbled by the generosity of 
people, both in terms of their time 
and their willingness to share their 
experiences, to help others succeed.”  

MEET STEVEN ALTON 

THE NEWLY APPOINTED CHIEF OPERATING OFFICER OF THE BII, STEVEN ALTON CBII, SPEAKS  
TO KATE OPPENHEIM ABOUT WHY HE IS INCREDIBLY PROUD TO BE SERVING YOU, THE MEMBERSHIP  
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Steven continues: “I feel immense 
pride at having been appointed to this 
key role to lead the development of our 
members’ BII. I’m bringing my skills, 
expertise and willingness to work 
with everyone to create a membership 
organisation that every professional in 
the pub sector will want to be part of.  

“I’m highly aware that in today’s 
climate, just being good is no longer 
good enough. We must constantly 
check and monitor what we do, whilst 
respecting that our members are 
incredibly experienced professionals, 
some of whom share similar 
requirements, while others have very 
different needs.  

“The BII needs to be able to support 
them all. From the new entrants to  
the experienced business people, some 

of whom perhaps are looking to grow 
their business from single sites to 
larger groups.

“Connecting our members is critical,  
so that their insight and knowledge 
can be shared and used by others to 
learn and benefit from when setting up,  
developing or growing their businesses.

“It’s about equipping our members 
to be able to do the day-to-day stuff as 
efficiently, economically and as easily 
as possible, by being provided with  
the right tools. 

“From P&L support to contracts, 
financial and legal advice, through  
to creating networks and forums that 
will inspire in a way that could make 
THE difference. 

“BII services should be able to 
provide an instant answer to a question, 

delivered in plain language, so we can 
provide clarity on a particular point,” 
he explains. “I believe BII is here to 
provide the expertise and guidance 
to help our members do the basics 
incredibly well. 

“Our organisation stands for being 
proven, independent and trusted. It 
has been doing this for a long-time – 
but yes, we need to adapt and evolve, 
to provide members with even better 
value and become the single ‘go to’ 
organisation for every licensee.”  

Steven concludes: “I want to build 
a BII that we can all be fiercely proud 
of, one that you, the membership, will 
promote, support and recommend 
to fellow licensees as a trusted 
organisation, one that delivers the 
day-in, day-out support you need  
to succeed in this industry.” n

STEVEN ALTON CBII

Married to Rae with two boys, aged 12 and nine, Steven 
enjoys visiting great pubs in his spare time. A keen walker,  
he tends to organise his expeditions around areas with 
pubs along the way – fulfilling two passions in one. 

Someone who enjoys getting involved, he’s fully 
immersed in his own local community in rural Derbyshire,  
living in a village on the edge of the Peak District. 

He is the Chair of Governors at his local primary school, 
a position he has held for the past five years, and he is  
a Trustee of the village hall, where he becomes licensee 
of the bar six times a year for special events. 

As an accomplish martial artist – Steven is a Jiu Jitsu black 
belt – he also teaches children, including both his sons. 

Steven loves to ski and joins the UKHospitality ski trip 
each year. He has also signed up for ‘Pedalling for Pubs’ 
(see p12 for more details), an endurance race taking 
place in Jordan next June to raise money for the Licensed 
Trade Charity and Only a Pavement Away.  

Steven welcomes your thoughts & feedback: 
Contact him at steven.alton@bii.org

He will also be joining Mike Clist and the BII 
Chair, Mark Robson, at a series of Roadshow 
events in Leeds, London and Birmingham  
this November (see p25 for more details). 
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UP FRONT
A ROUND-UP OF NEWS, VIEWS AND BUSINESS TIPS 

Voicing his frustration that many 
influential people, including 

Government Ministers and MPs, weren’t 
doing more to endorse apprenticeships, 
Parsons said: “For apprenticeships to 
really make their mark, we need to see 
a Government Minister put their son or 
daughter on an apprenticeship scheme.

“There is an annual event at the House 
of Commons for National Apprenticeship 
Week and I never miss the opportunity 
to ask an MP where they find their aids 
– and they always say they’re university 
graduates. This is a contradiction from  
MPs supposedly 
supporting national 
apprenticeships. They 
should be looking to 
employ apprentices  
not just grads  
from university.”

Fuller’s, which is set 
to double the number 
of apprentices it has 
this year to 200 in 2020, 
has recently invested in 
research to help find the 
best recruits. This included identifying 
secondary schools with strong food tech 
departments and job centres that are 
local to each one of its pubs. 

“We will be making a full 
announcement at National Apprenticeship  
Week next year, but we believe school 
engagement is massive. Ultimately, 
half the recruitment battle is won 
by engaging with those schools and 
students who have a strong commitment 
to food tech,” said Parsons. 

Fuller’s apprenticeship programmes 

have already produced great results 
for the business, with 70% retention 
rates among employees from the 
apprenticeship programme.  

Since Fuller’s launched its pilot 
apprenticeship programme in 2015,  
it has seen 50 people complete the chef 
schemes, with 90 individuals currently 
on its chef de partie and commis chef 
options. It takes in two cohorts a year  
in September and March.  

“Apprentices are three times more 
likely to remain within the business, 
once they have completed the 

programme,” said 
Parsons. “It’s a great tool 
for retention.” But, he 
continued, where people 
did opt to move on,  
a positive apprenticeship 
experience with Fuller’s 
was something they 
would share, thereby 
creating positive 
promotion of the scheme. 

“In our first year we 
had just 16 people on 

the programme. To have grown from 
16 to 200 in five years will be a great 
achievement and an endorsement 
of how much Fuller’s believes in 
apprenticeships,” said Parsons, adding 
that Fuller’s employs 1,400 chefs. 

Fuller’s works with seven colleges, 
three of which are core training partners,  
providing Fuller’s only classes.  

In addition to the chef programmes, 
Fuller’s also has an apprentice in human 
resources and 17 general managers (GMs) 
on its foundation degree programme. 

MPs and Government ministers need to get behind national apprenticeship 
schemes and show their support by employing apprentices over university 
graduates, Fuller’s Apprenticeship Manager Craig Parsons told BII News. 

‘MPs SHOULD DO MORE  
TO SUPPORT NAS BY TAKING 
ON APPRENTICES OVER GRADS’

‘MPs SHOULD DO MORE TO  
SUPPORT NAS BY TAKING ON 
APPRENTICES OVER GRADS’

Apprenticeships STAR TO FUND  
100 APPRENTICES  
IN RESPONSE TO  

LICENSEE FEEDBACK
Star Pubs & Bars has 

announced it is committed to 
funding 100 new apprentices  

in its estate this year, in 
a move designed to help 

licensees attract and retain 
the ‘best talent in the kitchen 

and behind the bar’ and to 
develop future managers.

Recent feedback from licensees 
at regional forums identified staff 
recruitment and retention as one 
of their biggest challenges, which 

led to Star teaming up with service 
provider Remit to help its licensees 

find and recruit apprentices.
Stephen Rooney, Head  

of Business Support at Star, said:  
“We have listened to licensees’  
very real concerns… and have  

put in place support to help them 
grow their own talent.”

Rooney added that, in particular, 
Star wanted to help develop 

experienced chefs and managers. 
Two of the first licensees to take 
up the opportunity have both  

opted to upskill existing employees.  
Linda Galea at The White Horse 
Hotel, Whitby, has offered Chloe 

Charlesworth an apprenticeship; 
while Katie Fletcher at  

The Royal Oak in Great 
Ayton, awarded  

Jessica Edwards 
(pictured) an 

apprenticeship 
and is looking to 
take on another.

FREE COOKERY SCHOOL
Star has launched a series of free 
chef training courses at regional 

cookery schools around the 
country. The practical one-day 
courses are aimed at staff in 

pubs who may not have been to 
catering college, but who would 

like to progress their careers. 
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BBPA REVEALS BREWERS’ 
GREEN CREDENTIALS

British brewers decreased their 
CO2 emissions by 42% over the 

last decade, according to ‘Brewing 
Green’, the new research from the 

British Beer & Pub Association.

The research also found that the 
amount of energy used to brew a pint  

of beer was now 20% less than in 
2008, while the quantity of water  

used in the process had also reduced. 

Separate research by the 
Environment Agency found that  

UK breweries now recover  
and re-use 98% of their waste.

Pictured above: Margaret 
with Mark Brooke, Divisional 
Director and Kate Allaway, 
Regional Manager at Ei Group

Money matters
Taking on the pub in 1958 with her husband George, 

Margaret never moved on but stayed running the 
pub until this summer, often working seven days  
a week, without holidays.

But despite the long 
hours, Margaret said she 
enjoyed living life as the 
March Hare’s landlady 
through the decades. 

“Every day is a different 
challenge. You never know 
what is going to come 
through your door. I have 
loved it, every minute  
of it, and my husband 
did,” she said.

Ei Group Chief 
Executive Simon 
Townsend FBII said: 
“Margaret is truly one of  
a kind and we thank her for 
her incredible stewardship 
of the March Hare over the past six decades. Like all 
great publicans, Margaret has proved to be a warm and 
welcoming host to customers down the years and, along 
with her husband George, made the pub a truly unique 
venue at the heart of the local community. All of us at  
Ei Group wish her a long and happy retirement.” 

The ‘Good Food Talks’ technology was 
introduced into Fuller’s managed pubs 
in August, providing accessible menus 
both online and in an app, using text-
to-speech software, large text format, 
background colour inversion and 
OpenDyslexic font.

Each listing includes the address, 
directions, menu and allergen 

information, and the  
software is free for customers using the 
Good Food Talks website and iOS app. 

Fuller’s Director of Food, Paul Dickinson,  
said: “We’re incredibly passionate about 
our food and we’re excited to now offer 
Good Food Talks to our customers. I’ve 
always thought our food sounded good 
and now it can truly speak for itself.” 

Tribute

Ability

Landlady of the March Hare for 51 years, Margaret 
Dove bade farewell to the industry she has loved,  
as she retired from the Ei Group-owned pub in 
Sneinton, Nottingham.  

EI GROUP PAYS TRIBUTE  
TO ‘ONE OF A KIND’,  
MARGARET DOVE

LTC offers advice on finance

Paying household bills and rent / mortgage were the two 
major areas those who had experienced money worries had 
particular concerns about, but were aspects the LTC said it 
had a proven track record in assisting with.

Charity Services Manager Carolyn Jenkinson said: “We are 
able to offer a sympathetic ear and some excellent advice on 
how employees can reduce their debts, lower bills and ease 
the pressure of monthly payments and, where necessary,  
we give grants to help ensure those payments are met.”

A poll of around 17m in The Independent earlier this  
year, combined with the charity’s own recent survey  
of 370 licensees conduced in April, provided the insight into 
financial and money concerns. The LTC survey identified  
75% of licensees had issues with paying household bills  
and 58% had struggled to pay rent or mortgages. 

To find out more about how the LTC can help with money issues,  
go to: https://www.licensedtradecharity.org.uk/category/money
There is also a video showing how the charity can help to alleviate 
financial concerns online at bit.ly/LTCMoneyVideo. 

The Licensed Trade Charity is encouraging pub,  
bar and brewery workers to use its free 24/7  
helpline to receive expert advice on money matters, 
after a survey revealed more than one-third of Brits 
fear their financial circumstances will deteriorate 
after Brexit.

Fuller’s launches a talking menu service  
for visually impaired customers. 

MENUS GIVEN A VOICE



An Inn Control Business  
Health Check includes:

 ü An on-site visit
 ü Physical site review
 ü Comprehensive  

cost review
 ü Social media audit
 ü Accounting & tax  

health check

 

Inn Control are specialist pub accountants and business  
advisers working exclusively in the licensed trade and  
a member firm of the Institute of Chartered Accountants
 

“An incredibly professional outfit that are always on the end of the phone…“

“For service, responsiveness and a genuine understanding of what drives  
your business performance, Inn Control score top marks.”

“Inn Control have supported my businesses for almost ten years  
and I wouldn’t consider anyone else… “

“Inn Control take away the hassle and stress from our financial decisions.”

“Inn Control were a breath of fresh air and always contactable for day  
to day support.”

“…excellent knowledge from the outset, especially the experience  
of having a chef in the team.”

Rather than tell you more about ourselves, we’ll let our clients have the last word...

e. info@inn-control.co.uk            
t. 01604 805715          
www.inn-control.co.uk      If you have just 2 minutes...let’s talk!

WE ARE OFFERING
A BUSINESS HEALTH  
CHECK WORTH £595 
FROM SPECIALIST LICENSED TRADE ACCOUNTANTS  
FOR ALL BII MEMBERS  
COMPLETELY FREE! 
 
Just quote the offer code ‘BII’ when you book with our team.

INN Control ad.indd   13 17/09/2019   10:27
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OHH!
OHH!

H is journey began when, aged just 
16 years old and still at school, 

he took a part-time role at the White 
Hart in Boston, Lincolnshire, one 
of the Coaching Inn Groups (CIG) 
hotels. “I remember being terrified 
on my first day, but I loved working 
in the restaurant. There was a great 
restaurant manager at the time, called 
Frank, a fantastic personality who 
made me feel right at home and  
I settled in very quickly.”  

On completing his A-Levels, Lee 
followed the conventional path  
of going to university but 
returned to the White 
Hart at the weekends.

“Hospitality 
at that time 
wasn’t seen as 
a particularly 
academic route – 
unfortunately,  
this perception  
is still true today.  
So, while studying,  
I would head back on  
a Friday and work as much 
as I could over the weekend.

“After achieving my degree in law, 
I couldn’t shake off the passion I felt 
for hospitality, so I took up a role as 
a trainee duty manager within the 
Coaching Inn Group.”

Under the leadership of HR 
Director, Lily Charity, a programme 
was devised for Lee that would  
fast-track him from trainee duty 
manager to deputy general manager  
in just two years.

A couple of designate general 
manager roles later, having made his 
mark within the organisation, the 
CEO, Kevin Charity MBII asked him to 
undertake a review of training within 
the group. “This led to me being 

OUR HOSPITALITY HERO

RECOMMEND 
to join BII and reduce your next  

year’s membership by £25. 

Terms & conditions apply, speak  
to a member of the BII team to 

recommend a friend today.  
Call 01276 684449.

OHH! Lee Melton is Head of Learning and Development at the 
Coaching Inn Group, having risen from barman to the senior 
management team. A recipient of the 2019 Acorn Award, which 
recognises the very best young leaders in hospitality today, he is 
now one of the ‘30 most talented people under 30’ in the sector’.

HERE WE CELEBRATE THE SUCCESS OF INDUSTRY FIGURES WHOSE  
OWN CAREER PATHS HIGHLIGHT THE VARIETY, THE OPPORTUNITIES  
& THE FUN THAT COMES WITH WORKING IN THE HOSPITALITY SECTOR

offered a multi-site role as training 
and development manager. As the 
responsibilities of the role grew,  
I progressed to my current position  
of ‘head of learning and development’, 
with responsibility for recruitment, 
development, engagement and retention  
of the group’s 650 employees.”

Having his ambition recognised, 
nurtured and rewarded was pivotal  
in Lee’s success, he says, and he wants 
to use his experiences to help others 
develop to become future stars  
and leaders. 

“I feel very lucky  
and privileged…. As 

an industry we can 
offer unlimited 

career potential 
yet far too often 
hospitality  
is seen as  
a transient 

industry. 
Certainly, this  

was a perception  
that I had impressed 

upon me throughout  
my academic journey. 

“I believe I now have the 
opportunity not only to change this 
perception, but to invest time and 
commitment to people starting their 
journey in this industry – just as I did 
12 years ago,” he says.

When asked what are his two  
key learnings to date, he replies:  
to focus on the big things that can 
make a difference; and when faced  
with a difficult choice or tough 
decision, to offer up solutions rather 
than asking what to do.

“When I moved to multi-site 
management, I had to learn very 
quickly to be an effective delegator 
and recognise that I couldn’t handle 

everything myself. Even three years 
into my current role, new Operations 
Director David Campbell joined the 
business and advised me to focus on 
the five or 10 things that will make  
a real difference, rather than getting 
lost in 100 projects that will never be 
completed fully!

“Our CEO instilled in me to focus 
on the solution, not the question. 
Over the years this has taught me  
a lot about decisiveness, innovation 
and independence. I pass this on to 
help encourage people to think of 
potential solutions first. It is one  
of the greatest tools to develop 
leadership in people.”

And what of the future? Lee says:  
“I am really proud to say that I have 
been part of the management team 
that has grown the company from five 
to 15 sites. This growth is continuing 
and will allow us to further develop 
our team of people. 

“For me personally, the next step is 
to form a more cohesive link between 
hospitality and schools and colleges 
offering qualifications specific to 
our sector, while really promoting 
this industry as the fantastic career 
opportunity that it is.” 
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B R I T I S H  I N S T I T U T E  O F  I N N K E E P I N G

UP FRONT
A ROUND-UP OF NEWS, VIEWS AND BUSINESS TIPS

BII’s new Chief Operating Officer 
Steven Alton CBII is taking part in 
Pedalling for Pubs, a charity bike 
ride, which aims to raise over 
£140k for two key hospitality 
charities, the Licensed Trade 
Charity and Only a Pavement Away. 

Along with Steven, 25 other high-
profile industry representatives  
will be battling the intense heat  
and rocky conditions to cycle 
335km across Jordan next spring. 

Fellow riders include: former 
BII Chair and owner of Yummy 
Pubs, Anthony Pender CBII; David 
Wigham FBII, Commercial Director 
at Admiral Taverns & Chair of BII’s 
North Region; Richard Bradbury, 
Trading Director at Heineken;  
Clive Chesser, CEO, Punch Taverns;  
Philip Whitehead, Managing Director  
UK & Ireland for Molson Coors;  
and Wayne Shurvington, Director  
of Greene King Pub Partners.   

Katy Moses, Managing Director 
of KAM Media, whose idea it was 
to launch the challenge, said:  
“Pedalling for Pubs is looking  
to be an exciting annual event to 
raise money for two fantastic and 
worthy causes. And yes, I’ve agreed 
to put my saddle where my mouth 
is (as has our Strategy & Insights 
Director, Blake Gladman), and 
will be riding alongside 25 other 
fundraisers – and KAM will  
continue to share in the behind  
the scenes organisation of this 
exciting challenge!” 

For more information go to 
www.pedallingforpubs.org.uk. 

 

Allergies

Pedalling to raise 
£140k for hospitality 
charities 

Charity

‘PUBS WITHOUT PEANUTS’  
SEEKS TO OPEN DOORS TO  
THOSE WITH NUT ALLERGIES 
Julia Weatherall and her 23-year-old son Oli have set up a new 
campaign called ‘Pubs without Peanuts’, to highlight how socially 
isolating it can be if you have a serious peanut allergy. 

food-led operation and we sell more 
crisps and top-end snacks than  
nuts anyway. 

“I’m not saying such a move would 
be appropriate for all pubs or other pub  
companies, but as nut allergies can 
have such serious consequences, it is 
certainly something operators in our 
industry should consider. It certainly 
was the right decision for Red Mist.” 

Red Mist launched a gluten-free 
offer six years ahead of allergen 
legislation being made law, which 
Mark explained had brought benefits 
to the business. “Our gluten-free menu  
has its own distinctive look, and offers    

a range of starters, mains and 
desserts for people with  
a gluten allergy to enjoy.  

 “We did it without 
realising how strong the 
marketing message would be 
and we now find our pubs 

listed on websites and 
social media forums 
for the community 
looking for gluten-  
free dining,” he said. 

‘Pubs without 
Peanuts’ is also 
currently in 
discussions with 
other leading 
pub groups. Oli 

Weatherall concluded: “Removing 
loose and packaged peanuts would 
make such a difference to people like 
myself living with a peanut allergy.” 

The Weatheralls can be contacted 
via the ‘Pubs without Peanuts’ pages  
on Instagram and Facebook for  
more information. 

S elling peanuts loose in jars, 
customers inadvertently dropping 

peanuts, or even wiping their ‘nutty 
fingers’ on a seat, can all cause  
a potentially life-threatening reaction 
to someone with an allergy, making 
it hard for sufferers to enjoy our great 
British pubs.  

“Going to a pub currently is rather 
like playing Russian roulette. We’ve 
seen bar staff wiping down tables, 
where someone’s eaten a packet of 
peanuts, and then using that same 
cloth to polish glassware or wipe 
another surface. For Oli, ingesting 
even a few milligrams of peanut 
protein can cause 
a life-threatening 
reaction,” explained  
Julia Weatherall. 

Red Mist Leisure’s  
Managing Director 
Mark Robson, 
Chair of the BII, 
was approached by 
the Weatheralls, 
asking if Red Mist 
would consider 
removing peanuts 
from the bar. After 
a meeting, the 
company decided 
to not only remove peanuts but 
also tree nuts from their bar areas 
and has plans to make their kitchens 
peanut and nut free by next spring. 

 “We take allergy issues very 
seriously and to eradicate nuts from 
our pubs feels like the logical next  
step for Red Mist. There are plenty  
of alternative bar snacks out there 
and, to be honest, we are a premium 

Julia  
and Oli  
Weatherall   
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Compliance issues  
– a checklist  
from Venners 

Compliance

“We see this new course as being 
fundamental for all hospitality outlets 
to encourage at least one or two 
individuals at each site to have this 
awareness. Support Champions can 
be essential to existing Mental Health 
First Aid plans, providing an increased 
level of support to people working in 
the Hospitality Industry,” it said.  

Benefits of completing the course,  
CPL Online explained, include an 
increased knowledge of the types of 
mental health problems, particularly  
anxiety and stress.  

“Managers and colleagues will  
have the ability to spot the signs and 
act accordingly, in an appropriate 
manner. In addition, by considering 
mental health and wellbeing at  
a personal level, it aids empathy 
to develop within the team, which 
again assists with supporting others 
and encourages them to seek the 
necessary support.” 

For more information on CPL Online’s Mental 
Health Support go to our Marketplace 
section, p57. For course details, email info@
cplonline.co.uk or call 0151 647 1057. 

CPL Online has launched its new ‘Mental Health Support  
Champion’, an e-learning course specifically designed to provide  
an understanding of the symptoms of mental health, as well as 
raising awareness of the signs and knowing where to go to for help. 

CHAMPIONING  
MENTAL HEALTH SUPPORT  

In the run-up to winter, BII recommends maintenance checks  
to ensure your pub is prepared for the colder, wet weather. 

Inside your pub: 
• Look for any signs of water damage, 

especially in hidden areas
• Chimney sweeping and flue 

maintenance is essential
• Carry out PAT testing of applicances, 

including portable and patio heaters
• Maintain extractor units in kitchens
• Check pipes are sufficiently insulated 
• Is the boiler working and are you  

up-to-date with service inspections? 
• Carry out generator tests

Outside: 
• Check the roof for signs of leaks 
• Is the guttering clear of leaves  

and bird nests? 
• Sign up for weather alerts, and  

if snow is forecast get ready with  
the grit and shovels 

• Identify and maintain any nearby 
trees with branches that could  
cause damage in a storm 

• Clear drains of debris, so they can 
run clear 

Wellbeing

WINTER RULES!

Ensuring your business is performing 
at its peak is key to avoiding risks  
of prosecution and fines, minimising 
theft, fraud and unnecessary losses, 
writes Venners. Here it sets out  
a checklist of compliance issues: 

LEGAL OBSERVANCE – your business 
should comply with stringent UK and EU 
legislation regarding: 
• Food safety, including allergens 
• Reporting on revenues and 

expenditures for tax purposes 
• HR paperwork 
• Proof-of-age checks 
• Licensing requirements
• Accident & incident reporting in  

compliance with RIDDOR requirements 
• H&S statutory notices 
• Clear routes & access to muster 

points
• GDPR regulations 

CASH MANAGEMENT – cash 
reconciliation and management 
procedures should be in place for: 
• Till cashing up 
• Float checking  
• Petty cash checking 
• Accurate and timely bankings   

EPOS MANAGEMENT – EPOS abuse 
and fraudulent transactions should be 
monitored by checking: 
• Misuse of refunds, voids & corrections 
• Valid application of discounts/

promotions 
• Card transactions 
• Deposit handling for functions & events 

SECURITY CHECKS – stock and cash 
should be safeguarded by basic security 
protocols surrounding: 
• Alarm keyholders  
• Safe access 
• Staff security access  
• Contractor access 

OPERATIONAL CONTROLS – staff 
activities should be monitored against 
operational standards and head office 
directives for:  
• Stock management  
• Delivery & invoicing reconciliation 
• Machine refills 
• Service standards  
• Brand promotion 

For true verification it is always best to 
employ a third-party auditor. Information  
on Venners can be found on p58. 



A YouLend Advance provides 
capital to expand your business

YouLend’s flexible and sustainable funding provide 
you with the working capital you need to grow your 
business.

Benefits of a YouLend Advance

 Preferential rates

 Unsecured funds up to £500,000

 Own online portal providing full
 transparency and tracking of your
 facility.

 Youlend.com Call us
directly

YouLend will get you a dedicated loan specialist to speak to straight away. 
We’ll answer any questions and guide you through the process.

0845 600 3573
info@youlend.com
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EU Funding

G len Duckett MBII, licensee of the 
Thwaites-owned Eagle & Child, 

was able to fund the scheme after 
successfully winning funding  
through ERASMUS+, an EU student  
exchange programme.   

Duckett has created training and 
employment opportunities for 

130 local disadvantaged 
young people over the 

years, including trips 
to the French town of 
Angouleme, which is 
twinned with Bury.   

“Through 
the twinning 

partnership, we take 
some of them over to 

Angouleme to showcase 

their culinary expertise to a very 
different audience, doing public 
demonstrations and going into schools 
to teach children how to cook,” said 
Duckett. “These kind of opportunities 
are inspiring, giving young people in 
both towns a cultural experience they 
couldn’t get anywhere else and feeding 
their ambitions.” 

Last month (September), to 
celebrate the 60th anniversary of the 
twinning of the two towns, the Eagle & 
Child hosted the first delegation from 
Angouleme. Along with staying at the 
pub and learning more about what 
they do, the guests also visited the 
Thwaites Brewery and enjoyed a special 
Lancashire-themed meal, with  
a French-twist, at the pub.  

The Eagle & Child in Ramsbottom in Greater Manchester has 
launched a two-year project that will see 12 young people visit 
France and Spain for vocational placements, with the first cohort 
visiting France in November.

EAGLE & CHILD INSPIRES YOUNGSTERS 
WITH OVERSEAS OPPORTUNITIES 

BII Scotland describes 
calorie labelling  
as a ‘blunt approach’ 

BII Scotland Chair Jo Graham 
CBII has voiced concerns, after 
Food Standards Scotland made 
recommendations to the Scottish 
Government for food businesses to 
display calorie contents on menus. 

“As an industry, we are very aware of 
the need to support and promote 

a healthier lifestyle for our 
customers,” she said.

“In Scotland, our 
members’ menus 
have already changed 
dramatically to offer 

lighter bites and smaller 
portions, as well as a wide 

range of vegan and vegetarian 
options,” Graham said, adding that for 
smaller, independent businesses, the 
only way to control the additional costs 
of calculating and then labelling dishes 
would be to offer a smaller,  
less-frequently changing menu.   

“We need to support and promote 
our industry as the innovative, 
celebratory business that it is – offering 
consumers a chance to celebrate  
with food and drink in our venues, 
instead of stifling its  
creativity by applying  
this ‘across the  
board’ approach  
to all areas  
of out-of-home 
eating,” she said. 

 

Wadworth employs  
recruitment service  
to find new tenants 
Wadworth, the independent family brewer  
and operator of 120 tenanted pubs in the 
South West, has partnered with industry 
recruitment experts RecruitForMyPub.com  
in its search for new tenants. 

CEO for Wadworth Chris Welham CBII  
said: “RecruitForMyPub.com has the 
infrastructure and expertise to help 
maximise pub recruitment solutions  
for Wadworth…. We are looking forward 
to further developing the talent pool  
for our tenanted pubs.” 

Eagle & Child has supported 130 
unemployed and disadvantaged youngsters

Best Bar None
Next year’s Parliamentary 

Reception & announcement 
of the winners of the Best 
Bar None National Awards 

will take place at the  
House of Lords on  

February 4.  

The latest Food Standards Agency (FSA) report 
has shown a jump in the number of people using 
the food hygiene rating system to influence 
where they eat. Results from May 2019 show  
the public’s use of hygiene stickers has jumped 
to 66% compared to 60% only six months earlier. 
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MIKE REEVE MBII 
THE WELD BLUNDELL, LYDIATE, 
MERSEYSIDE

SIMPLY  
FISH & CHIPS

The best-seller here is beer-battered 
haddock & chips. We use fresh fish 
delivered to us from Fleetwood, so it’s 
always great quality.

We charge £10.50 for the full size and 
£6.25 for a light bite version. It costs 
us £2.60 for the full size and £1.32 for 
the light bite, so we get GPs of 70% and 
74.5% respectively. That makes it one  
of our most profitable dishes, allowing 
us to include other dishes that fall a little 
short of our target GP but, which we 
think, have a place on our menu.

It’s promoted as part of our weekly 
Fish Friday offer when diners can get 
bread and butter and a choice of drinks 
for £1 extra. ‘Fish & chips’ is our best 

seller every 
month, even 
December!

Mike Reeve 
reopened the Weld 
Blundell with Star 
in 2017.

Everyone loves our homemade steak 
and ale pie made with London Pride, 
which comes with seasonal vegetables 
and mash or chips for £14.

It’s special because the meat is slow-
cooked for eight hours, which makes  
it very tender, and puts 
it at the top of the ‘pub 
classics’ on our menu, 
helping drive sales.

It delivers a GP of 
between 68% and 70%.

When it comes to 
Christmas, although  
we add set meals, that 
doesn’t change  
the popularity  
of the pie and it’s  
still our best-seller. 

Fuller’s manager 
Keren Spratley has 
been a member  
of the BII for  
five years. 

KEREN SPRATLEY MBII 
THE CALLEVA ARMS, SILCHESTER, 
HAMPSHIRE 

1 2

FOCUS ON FOOD – PHIL MELLOWS ASKS 10 LICENSEES:  

‘What’s your best-selling dish and  
does that change at Christmas?’  

EVERYONE LOVES 
A GOOD PIE 

3
Our barbecue pork spare ribs 
with our secret recipe sauce is 
our most popular. It’s meaty, 
flavourful and very sticky,  
and we’re pretty generous 
with the Jamaican rum!  

We charge £17.95 for  
a full-sized portion with crusty garlic bread and hand-cut 
chips, achieving a margin of 60%. Our guests spread the  
word for us and our humorous ‘secret recipe rib sauce  
book’, which doesn’t reveal the recipe, sells very well.

Our take on Christmas dinner is our most popular dish 
through the festive season. We stuff chicken breast with  
a cranberry farce and serve it with a medallion of slow-cooked  
turkey thigh and Chablis gravy. We’ll charge around £19  
and expect to achieve a margin of 62%.

Dawn & Chris Burgess rescued the Moody Cow from closure in 2011.

DAWN BURGESS 
THE MOODY COW, UPTON 
BISHOP, HEREFORDSHIRE

BARBECUE  
PORK SPARE 
RIBS   

Our best-selling dish is jerk chicken with fried 
plantain, coconut rice and salted savoy cabbage 
topped with crushed almonds, to give it a crunch.   

It’s something I created myself and I think it’s the spicing –
the Caribbean flavours – that people like. For £12.95 it carries 
them away to palm trees and sunny beaches.

The GP is now 70% thanks to tweaks we’ve made. We used 
to serve it with coleslaw and mixed salad which was ending 
up in the bin.

We use a lot of social media to promote our menu and  
we have had our food featured in Somerset Life magazine  
and local newspapers.

At Christmas we give the usual dinner a Caribbean twist, 
and the most popular dish becomes the roast pork with 
cinnamon and rum, priced at £14.95.

Buddy Love, a member for seven years, recommends BII’s financial & 
legal support and business mentoring from established operators.

BUDDY LOVE MBII 
THE FLYING FISH, 
ILMINSTER, SOMERSET 

DINNER WITH 
A CARIBBEAN 
TWIST 

4
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The runaway best-seller is the Wych 
Elm Burger, an 8oz Aberdeen Angus 
beef burger served on a toasted brioche 
bun with tomato and onion relish, baby 
gem, beef tomato and crispy tobacco 
onions. It looks awesome on social 
media, but the best form of marketing 
is word-of-mouth and it certainly has 

tongues wagging.
It’s priced at £13 

including skinny chips. 
The burger costs us 
£1.25, the fries 44p, the 
bun 39p, the lettuce, 
tomato and onions 10p 
– a total of £2.18 giving 
us a GP just shy of 80%.

Most popular at 
Christmas is our roast 
turkey with stuffing, 

roast potatoes, pigs in blankets, 
braised red cabbage, Brussels sprouts, 
glazed carrots, gravy, bread sauce and 
cranberry sauce. We make everything 
on site and our target GP is 70%.

Michael Pearson has been a member  
of the BII for five years.
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MICHAEL PEARSON MBII 
THE WYCH ELM, KINGSTON, SURREY

SAMANTHA ROBINSON MBII 
QUEENS HEAD, TROUTBECK, CUMBRIA 

ROB THOMPSON 
THE TAP ON TOWER STREET, 
HARROGATE, NORTH YORKSHIRE

THE WYCH ELM 8oz  
BEEF BURGER 

WHOLESOME ‘PROPER’ PIE   

PIZZA ALL YEAR 
ROUND    

Our best-seller is the pie of the day. It’s what we 
call a ‘proper’ pie, made with traditional fillings 
shortcrust pastry. That’s what makes it so popular, 
along with the fact that people want something 
wholesome when they’re climbing mountains!

Served with seasonal vegetables, a choice  
of potatoes and an ale gravy, the dish is priced  
at £12.50. A portion of pie is £2.80 to us 
and we aim for a GP of 68%. Monday  
night is ‘Pie Night’ when we offer six 
different pies at two for £20.

Towards Christmas, there’s a move 
towards comfort food such as game 
casserole and lamb shank.

Samantha Robinson was a LOYA 2019 finalist.

We don’t have a kitchen. All our food is 
created at and served at the bar. Our and  
margarita pizza is the best-selling dish. 
It’s a timeless classic and entry-level 
pricing makes it a popular choice. It costs  
us £2.17 to make and we sell it for £6.50,  
giving us a margin of around 58%.

It’s promoted on menus at every 
table and we also use social media 
extensively.

We don’t have a Christmas menu.  

5
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6

Our best-seller is home-made pie of 
the day made with short-crust pastry. 
We batch cook, in a tray, from which we 
cut 15 portions and people like that. It’s 
served with vegetables and new potatoes, 
which can be swapped for chips.

The pie is advertised on a chalkboard 
and priced at £12.25. We aim for  
an average 65% GP – but this varies a lot, 
according to the filling that day.

It all changes when we introduce the 
Christmas menu on December 1, when 
roast turkey becomes our most popular 
dish. It will probably be £11.75 this year 
and we’ll be aiming for a 65% GP.

Daniel McCarty is a BII member of 19 years.

Our best-seller is far and away the 
haddock & chips. It’s a pub staple and 
goes well with walkers who refuel here. 
It’s always haddock and the batter is 
made with our own beer from the Clun 
Brewery. It’s priced at £13 and we make  
a GP of 61%.

We keep the same menu on over 
Christmas and fish and chips is still the 
best-seller, though we do put on a set 
three-course Christmas dinner, which 
brings in about the same margin.

Jack Limond has been with the BII since 2003. 

DANIEL MCCARTY MBII 
THE BARGEMAN’S REST, NEWPORT,  
ISLE OF WIGHT

JACK LIMOND MBII 
WHITE HORSE INN, CLUN, SHROPSHIRE

8
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Our best-selling dish is the roast 
lamb on a Sunday. People like it 
because we season everything really 
well, even the vegetables, which not 
everyone takes the trouble to do.

It’s priced at £16 and we make  
a margin of about 68%.

We are posting about our dishes 
all the time on social media, 
Facebook and Instagram, and word-
of-mouth is also very important.

Around Christmas, pies sell well 
but our best-seller is the trio of lamb,  
comprising belly, loin and shoulder. 
It’s our chef’s signature dish and it 
gives us a 69% GP.

Mark Walsh enjoys having the BII on 
hand to answer any questions.

MARK WALSH MBII 
THE WINCHMORE, WINCHMORE 
HILL, NORTH LONDON

TRIO OF LAMB  
IS OUR CHEF’S 
SIGNATURE DISH

NOT SHORT ON 
GREAT CRUST

BEER BATTERED
FISH IS TOP 

9
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People & training

HAYLEY CONNOR, HEAD OF PEOPLE AND LEARNING AT BREWHOUSE & KITCHEN (B&K),  
IS PASSIONATE ABOUT THE BENEFITS OF A WELL-STRUCTURED AND STRATEGIC APPRENTICESHIP 

PROGRAMME. HERE SHE SHARES B&K’S JOURNEY WITH BII NEWS   

B&K says apprentices bring ‘strength  
& depth’ to the business

Where did it all begin for B&K? 
The introduction of the levy* 

really made us think about the 
strategy behind the apprenticeships 
we offered. Historically, we ran 
apprenticeships ad-hoc with learners 
signing up through their management 
team and our provider representative. 
But we noticed that our retention rate 
was poor with our apprentices, so we 
developed bespoke programs for our 
teams, creating cohorts and giving 
them the benefit of learning as a group.

This strategy has transformed  
our retention and completion rates,  
as the learner experience is drastically 
improved. 

What schemes are on offer? 
The first apprenticeship standard 

we launched, with our provider, was 
our Up! Management development 
program (ILM L3), designed to map our 
internal business plan and strategy. 
We have seen many of our learners on 
this program move through to new 
roles within B&K. We are now looking 

forward to launching Up! 2 with our 
management provider ‘Remit’. 

In 2017, we recognised the need 
for a new brewer’s apprenticeship 
standard. After networking  
at craft beer rising, over a few 
beers, we found that the 
industry was united in 
wanting to reform the 
apprenticeship system 
for brewers.  

In March 2017, 
we pulled 25-plus 
employers together 
and submitted an 
‘expression of interest’  
to the Government. 
For the next 12 
months we were 
fortunate enough to 
chair and facilitate 
the trailblazer 
of the brewer’s 
apprenticeship, which included 
representatives from both large and 
small brewers. Eighteen months  
on, we now have 10 apprentices on  

the brewer’s standard supported  
by HIT Training. 

In 2018, we began working on  
our Level 2 programs with Jeremy 
Scorer and Rory Mitchell from HIT 

Training: ‘Yes Chef’ is our Level 2 
commis chef programme 

(with butchery and bakery 
skills); and ‘Craft’ is  

a Level 2 course (beer, 
cellar management and 
service) for our FOH 
teams. Both are run 

by HIT Training and 
include regular visits 

from our learning coaches. 
These programmes 
have been further 
enhanced by 
our advanced 
knowledge 
courses, which 
are run by B&K 

trainers. We also involve our team in 
the organisation and execution of our 
annual awards dinner – the Brew Ball. 

We are now working on the 

“MANY OF OUR 
APPRENTICES HAVE 
GONE ON TO WIN 
INDUSTRY AWARDS”
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P E O P L E  &  T R A I N I N G

Hayley has been in the licensed 
trade industry for 16 years 
having worked in numerous 
roles from kitchen assistant 
to management. For the past 
seven years she has been 
working in hospitality HR.

“I met Kris Gumbrell, my current 
boss, whilst studying hospitality  
at university (he was a guest 
lecturer) and later I joined 
Brewhouse & Kitchen in 2015,  
as it embarked on expansion. 
Ever since, I have been working on 
developing apprenticeships as part 
of our emerging talent strategy, 
which has included facilitating  
the brewer trailblazer in 2017. “

numbers of apprentices we have on 
our programs and enhancing the link 
between what our apprentices learn 
and our business strategy.

What do you believe 
apprenticeships bring  

to a business? 
Firstly, if you are not paying into the 
levy there is only a 5% contribution 
towards the cost of the program for the  
employer. Financially, this can enhance  
your learning and development 
budgets, which is always nice. 

If you pick the right training 
providers, you will gain extended 
members of your learning and 
development teams. 

Both our providers act as partners 
and move around our business as 
members of B&K.  

Of course, the main reason we 
operate apprenticeships is to develop 
skills. We have seen an increase 
in the quality and productivity of 
our operations since launching our 
programs. Many of our apprentices 
have gone on to win industry awards. 

What was the benefit 
of developing bespoke 

programmes? 
The design and experience of each 
apprenticeship program is important 
in gaining the engagement of your 
apprentices from day one, while 
ensuring they add value back into  
the business. 

Programmes that are linked to 
your brand, culture and what your 
current learning offer is, will enhance 
the learning experience of your team, 
whilst stretching your apprenticeship 
fund that much further.

Your apprentices will be more 
aligned into your own company 
culture and ultimately stay with you 
well past completing their certificate. 

Why are apprenticeships 
good for retention and 

growing the talent pipeline 
within B&K?
Two years on from our 
apprenticeship transformation, 
we have found that our learners 
provide strength and depth 
within our succession plans.  

Many of our apprentices have 
already been promoted to more  
senior roles within B&K too, with 
most excelling in their roles and  
even becoming ambassadors for  
the industry and the company. 

Can you identify the key 
reasons B&K is having success 

in retaining its apprentices until 
the end of their courses (the 
finishers) and also within  
the business for the long-term? 
There are a number  
of reasons: 

  We started with 
small cohorts – 
this has meant 
our learning 
groups have 
been intimate 
and there 
has not been 
a huge cost 
with travel and 
accommodation. 

  We do more than 
the standard. Involving 
many of our apprentices in industry 
events and competitions to enhance 
their skills and experience. 

  We have mapped apprenticeships 
into our career pathway, so it is part  
of their progression. They know how 
to get to the next stage of their career. 

  We have built loyalty through 
investing in their development.  

  We celebrate the completion of 
apprenticeships through graduations. 

Finally, what do you believe 
are the most important 

elements in succeeding with 
apprenticeships?
Start with small cohorts and build 
up; design the experience of your 

apprenticeships as well as the 
content; spend time picking 

the right provider and, 
wherever possible, induct 

your learning coaches 
into your brand. 

* To incentivise big 
business to support the 
Government’s target of 

three million apprenticeship 
by 2020, the Apprenticeship 

Levy was introduced on April 6, 
2017. Currently 0.5%, it is applied 

to companies in England with a pay 
bill of over £3m, but firms with apprentices 
can receive an allowance of £15,000 to 
effectively offset the levy.

B&K’s apprentices are on  
the same rates as its existing 

teams and are awarded pay rises 
as they move through the career 
pathways. Its brewer apprentices 

begin on the National Living  
Wage, progressing as they  

reach milestones in  
their program. 

HAYLEY 
CONNOR
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STAY ON TOP 
OF YOUR STOCK
AND STAY ON TOP OF YOUR PERFORMANCE
Call us on 01142 138330 or visit www.roslyns.co.uk 

The UK’s leading provider of accountancy services and business consultancy to the licensed trade and hospitality industry.

PAUL’S TOP TIPBII/PROPEL’S  
‘PEOPLE & TRAINING CONFERENCE’ 
TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 26  
AT ONE MOORGATE PLACE, LONDON 

Conference

L ast year’s ‘People & Training 
Conference’ presented  
an outstanding line-up of 

experts, speaking passionately 
and inspirationally about learning, 
recruitment and staff retention  
within the industry.

This year promises equally 
impressive speakers with: Red Mist 
Leisure’s Managing Director and Chair 
of the BII Mark Robson kicking off the 
day’s proceedings, followed by CPL 
Online’s Chief Commercial Officer’s 
presentation of exclusive research and 
data, highlighting the challenges  
and opportunities faced by operators.

THE CONFERENCE:  
REGISTRATION TAKES PLACE AT 9.45 - 10.45AM

TO BOOK  
YOUR PLACE  
at the People  

& Training Conference 
contact Anne Steele  

anne.steele@ 
propelinfo.com

  Mark Robson 
FBII, Chair of  
the BII, provides  
an overview of the 
training landscape. 

  Jamie Campbell 
MBII of CPL Online shares exclusive 

research and data, 
benchmarking 
performance in  
our sector. 

  Katy Moses  
of KAM Media,  

reveals how businesses  
are incentivising their staff. 

  Jackie Moody-McNamara  
of Turn the Key and Founder of 
Brilliant Women examines seven  
critical success factors to accelerate 
the growth of talented women. 

  Royal Marine, Major Scotty 
Mills, who mentored England’s 
football team prior to the World Cup, 
provides his perspective on selection, 
training and team cohesion.  

  Charlotte Kemp, Mission Mars, 
sets out how the company is striving 
to place team engagement at the 
centre of the company’s culture.  

  Jo Fleet of Flat Iron, which 
joined the Sunday Times top 100 UK 
companies to work for in 2019, talks 
about the company’s approach to 
giving its staff a fair deal, creating 
rewards and staff development.    

  Kevin Charity, 
Founder of Coaching 
Inn Group, winner  
of last year NITAS for 
a managed company 
under 50 sites,  
talks about creating  
a people culture.  

  Ralph Findlay, Chief Executive 
of Marston’s, talks to Paul Charity 

about the company’s 
approach to 

recruitment and 
retention, creating  
a culture that puts 

people at its heart. 

  David Smith, former HR  
Director for Asda, which achieved 
the top position as the ‘Best Place  
to Work in the UK’ in the annual 
Sunday Times survey, sets out his 
seven principles for building  
a high-performance culture. 

  Krishnan Doyle, Founder of Core  
Recruitment talks to: Januine 
Pretorius, People Director at the Ivy;  
Claire Clark, Human 
Resources Director  
at Casual Dining Group; 
Tim Painter (pictured) 
Human Resources 
Director at Stonegate 
Pub Company; and  
Erica Briody, Vice-President  
of Global Talent Acquisition at Oyo, 
about the challenges of recruitment 
and retention in the sector. 
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@BIIandBIIAB

FOLLOW US:

britishinstituteofinnkeeping
www.bii.org

INNbox
TOP POSTS & BEST USE OF SOCIAL MEDIA

P romoting its cask ales, ‘lush 
wines’ and 180 gins, The Wonston  

Arms in Sutton Scotney, near 
Winchester, has successfully created 
a great social media presence with 
2.5k Likes on Facebook, thanks to the 
licensee, Matt Todd MBII.

He says: “It has 
been sheer hard work, 
90-minutes to two hours 
a day – which is a lot  
in a publican’s busy life. 
But it does mean that 
I am really close to the 
message that is going out. 

“When we started, the pub was in 
a bad way. It had failed and closed. 
The customers had all wandered off, 
so I had to find a new audience and 
social media was part of that strategy.”  

Matt’s learnings have shown him 
that it’s important to work all three 
key social media platforms hard: 
Facebook, Twitter and Instagram, as 
each offers up a particular audience.  

“Twitter is a very different 
platform to either Facebook or 
Instagram. It’s used by the beer 
aficionados and people who are 
really into their hobbies. Facebook 
is a chatty place, where people get 
involved, share ideas and speak to 
their community. 

“Instagram, which I personally 
find the hardest, is for the kids.” But 
he adds, Instagram success can bring 

great rewards from a community that 
aren’t traditional pub goers. “When 
they walk in to the pub and say ‘wow, 
this is cool’, it means they will bring 
their friends with them the next time,”  
he says. “It’s all about getting a good 

vibe going and creating 
a tribe which will follow 
you and bring new people 
into the pub,” says Matt. 

Google My Business is 
another important tool,  
Matt explains. “The Google  
business site is free and it’s 
that invisible thing always 

working away in the background. 
Because we update it regularly, with 
Google working the search engine, 
if anyone types in ‘pub near me’, we 
appear right at the top of the page.  

“We are very active with it too, for 
instance, it’s got a section where you 
can promote your menu. We don’t 
have food in the traditional sense, 
because we don’t have a kitchen, but 
we use pop-up food providers and  
I upload a picture of their menu in  
the section. All these things help 
people find and visit the pub.  

“I’d say Google business brings  
in two to three couples each week.  
If they spend £10, that’s £1,500 over 
the year from people who didn’t have  
a clue about where to go, didn’t know 
the area and literally stumbled in, 
having typed ‘find pub near me’  

into their phone.” 
Matt also suggests that to have 

success with social media, you have 
to create different messages for 
individual audiences and post  
at various times of the day.  

“Think about the triggers. When 
will a particular community be 
active on social media, eg, lunchtime, 
evenings, etc? For instance, for the 
commuter travelling home at 5pm 
we might post ‘don’t cook tonight, 
come to our curry club’. We tailor 
our messages, 
so ones that  
promote 
what’s coming 
up on Sky or 
BT Sport are 
very different 
to those about 
our gin offer. 

“I’m always 
clear in my 
mind about who  
I want to grab and 
what message  
I want to send,” 
concludes Matt.  

It has been a great year for The Wonston Arms in Hampshire. In February, it was announced as the CAMRA 
National Pub of the Year and in June, it was awarded joint winner of the inaugural Hospitality Social  
Media Awards. Yet just five years ago, the pub was derelict and facing a ‘death sentence’.  

AWARD-WINNING YEAR FOR NATIONAL 
CHAMPION THAT DEFIED THE AXE

@THEWONSTON  
2.5K LIKES,  2.5K FOLLOWERS

Online Success
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S O C I A L  M E D I A

OUR  
FAVOURITE

A firework display at the end  
of a very special day...

We’ve just restocked our board 
game shelf! Come and while  

away an hour or four!

@WorldsEndBrighton

@SloopPorthgain

@shakiespub

If you’re missing gaming  
retro-bution tonight, we’ve still got 
an arcade full of games for you to 

play, open until late tonight!

Old-fashioned gaming!
Bringing together a community is part  
of the pull of a pub, with many 
publicans using board games to boost 
this spirit of togetherness. 

With the board game industry set  
to rise in value by £2.5 billion by 2023* 
it’s a good time to invest in new games, 
while keeping the old favourites at 
hand – Monopoly is guaranteed to keep 
competitive players in your pub for hours!

TOP GAME  
CHOICES FOR...

… a quiet pair – Love Letters  
seals the deal on date night 

… a group to bond over – Codenames 
Pictures encourages customers to deliver 

coded messages over the counter 
… lighthearted players – Ca$h n’ Guns 

turns gin drinkers into gangsters
… a cosy evening in the corner  

– Timeline transforms newbies  
into Pub Quiz pros 

TOP  
TWEETS

@jamaicainn 
Good luck to David Collins 
walking from John O’Groats 
to Lands End for @CR_UK 
Hope the soft bed & warm 
food helps fuel your journey.  

@fred_sirieix 
Next episode of 
#stepuptotheplate is on  
today (14th August 2019) at  
9.30am and 4.30pm @cbbc  
About time we tell people and  
teach children #hospitality 
is not about “masters and 
servants”. It’s a profession 
and a fun one with that!

@theanchordanbury 
We will be making the most 
of our floral displays with  
an outside bar at our  
Gin & Fizz Festival.

@doublebarrelledbrewery 
Sometimes it’s time for coffee. 
Sometimes it’s time for beer. 
Sometimes it’s time for both. 
Introducing But First.... our  
4% Cold Brew coffee stout. 

@TheBartonsMill 
We are all set up for this 
evenings showing of 
Bohemian Rhapsody!  
Don’t forget to bring your 
own seating if you have it!

TOP POSTS

@BlueBellEMS 
Well done @willcoopere07  
& @joy81joy who passed their  
@biiandbiiab beer and cellar  
quality course! They attended  
a day @palmersbrewery 
with @caskmarque 
#alwayslearning 
#cellarquality #caskale 
#everydaysaschoolday 

@bishopkingston 
When the weather is this 
miserable it’s time to head 
to the pub [to order] a coffee 
(maybe with a splash of @
BaileysOfficial) and wait 
in one of our cosy corners 
for the sun to re-appear! 
#GreatBritishWeather 
#CoffeePlease 
#WednesdayWisdom 

@MyGenerationGM 
Do you fancy taking on  
a new challenge? Why not 
try Painting in a Pub! 

*Source: https://www.statista.com/statistics/ 
829285/global-board-games-market-value/
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DIARY DATES

At a Glance
A GUIDE TO WHAT’S COMING UP, REVIEWS & DATES
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JANUARY

NOVEMBER

OCTOBER
4 - 15 October 
CHELTENHAM 
LITERATURE 

FESTIVAL

12 October 
RUGBY WORLD CUP  

England v France 

October/November 
FOOTBALL – EURO 
2020 QUALIFIERS 

13 October 
HUNTER’S MOON

WORLD CONKER 
CHAMPIONSHIPS

19 October 
FESTIVAL OF THE  

DEAD – EAST 
LONDON CARNIVAL  

WINDSOR AUTUMN  
HALF MARATHON 

19 - 27 October  
SCHOOL HALF-TERM  

30 October 
EDINBURGH 

OKTOBERFEST 

31 October 
HALLOWEEN

2 November 
THE ‘FREE FROM’ 
SHOW, KING’S 

DOCK, LIVERPOOL 

 5 November 
BONFIRE NIGHT 

 7 - 9 November 
OKTOBERFEST, 

CAMBRIDGE

7 November 
SOUTHAMPTON 
BUSINESS EXPO

8 November 
FESTIVAL OF THE 
DEAD, LINCOLN

9 November 
LORD MAYOR 

SHOW, LONDON

NOVEMBER 
HANDICAP, 
DONCASTER 
RACECOURSE 

BATH VEGAN 
FESTIVAL 

10 November 
REMEMBRANCE 

SUNDAY

11 - 23  November 
GFEST UK-WIDE 

Gaywisefestival.org.uk  

12 November 
BEAVER MOON 

13 November 
COUNTRY LIVING 

MAGAZINE 
CHRISTMAS FAIR, 

BDC, LONDON 

14 November 
BII YORKSHIRE 
REGION AGM 

15 November 
NOVEMBER  
MEETING,  

CHELTENHAM 
RACECOURSE  

OBAN WINTER 
FESTIVAL

16 November 
CHEESE FEST UK, 
PETERBOROUGH 

16 November
BEDGEBURY  

AUTUMN  
10K & 5K CANICROSS 

CHALLENGE, KENT 

FIZZ FEAST, 
EDINBURGH

16 - 24 November  
MOTORCYCLE LIVE, 

BIRMINGHAM

19 - 20 November  
INTERNATIONAL 

DRINK EXPO,  
EXCEL LONDON

20 November 
EAT & DRINK 

FESTIVAL 
CHRISTMAS, 

OLYMPIA

21 - 24 November  
COUNTRY HOME 

& INTERIORS 
CHRISTMAS SHOW, 

HENLEY-ON-THAMES

23 November 
BIRMINGHAM 

INTERNATIONAL 
TATTOO 

26 November 
BII & PROPEL’S 

PEOPLE & TRAINING 
CONFERENCE, 

LONDON

BII’S NATIONAL 
INNOVATION  
IN TRAINING 

AWARDS (NITAs),  
CAFE DE PARIS, 

LONDON

27 - 28 November 
THE BUSINESS SHOW, 

LONDON EXCEL 

27 November 
DIWALI

29 November 
WINE FESTIVAL, 

WINCHESTER

30 November 
NW REGION AGM 

PROSECCO  
FESTIVAL, BATH

ST ANDREW’S DAY

CRICKET  
– ENGLAND TOUR  
OF SOUTH AFRICA 

1 December 
NEW FOREST VW 

SANTA RUN 

2 December 
ST ANDREW’S BANK 

HOLIDAY (SCOT)

7 December 
CHEESE FEST UK, 

BATH & WEST

12 December 
COLD MOON

13 December 
CHRISTMAS  
JUMPER DAY

14 December 
ESSEX VEGAN 

WINTER  
FESTIVAL, 

COLCHESTER

15 December 
VIENNESE 

CHRISTMAS BY 
CANDLELIGHT, 
MANCHESTER 
CATHEDRAL

17 December 
CHRISTMAS 
MEETING, 

FAKENHAM 
RACECOURSE

22 December 
DECEMBER  
SOLSTICE

24 - 26 December 
CHRISTMAS 

26 December 
HORSE RACING – 

KING GEORGE  
V1 CHASE, KEMPTON 

31 December 
NEW YEAR’S EVE

1 January 
NEW YEAR’S DAY

NEW YEAR’S DAY 
PARADE, LONDON

11 January 
CLASSIC CHASE 

RACEDAY

22 - 25 January 
MANCHESTER BEER 
& CIDER FESTIVAL

25 January 
BURNS NIGHT

CHINESE  
NEW YEAR

26 January 
BRITISH  

BASKETBALL 
CUP FINALS, 

BIRMINGHAM  
ARENA

BII’S NATIONAL INNOVATION IN TRAINING AWARDS (NITAS) ON NOVEMBER 26  
CELEBRATE THE WINNERS OF THE INDUSTRY’S FOREMOST TRAINING AWARDS, THE NITAS,   
AT LONDON’S CAFE DE PARIS – BOOK YOUR TICKETS AT WWW.BII.ORG
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THE INTERNATIONAL DRINK EXPO

The UK’s only event dedicated to 

maximising your 
drinks sales

INTERNATIONALDRINKEXPO.CO.UK | 0117 990 2107 

19 & 20
NOV 2019

ExCeL
LONDON

FREE 

TICKETS

A show packed with  
the latest drinks trends, 
productions and solutions 
that are driving revenue 
growth, to help visitors 
find everything they need 
to build their brand,  
maximise drinks sales and  
attract new customers,  
say the organisers of IDE, 
the Prysm Group.
At this year’s event, which takes 
place at London’s ExCel in East 
London, will be: 

  over 200 suppliers 
  live demos 
  120 inspirational seminars  

      from industry leaders 
  expert-led panel  

      sessions and seminars 
  networking opportunities  

IDE, Nov 19-20 (10am-5pm).  
For your free ticket, register  
using the website:  
www.internationaldrinkexpo.co.uk  

The Licensed Trade Charity 
is inviting publicans  
to attend its mental health 
training courses.
The next course will be on 
November 19 at the HW Bid Head  
Office in High Wycombe, Bucks. 

Call LTC at 01344 898550  
to book your free place.

International 
Drink Expo  
at London ExCel

Mental health 
‘free’ training

November 19-20

Wellbeing
I have tons of favourites 
[business books] but ‘Grit’ 
by Angela Duckworth is 
definitely in the top three.

It is a fascinating, easy-
to-read, insightful book 
based on the premise that 
success isn’t about a talent 
that we are born with,  
but rather it is about grit,  
a combination of passion 
and perseverance.  

Duckworth started her  
career as a teacher and 

couldn’t 
understand 
why some  
of her 
talented, 
genius 
students were failing, while 
others were succeeding.  
She went on to study 
neuroscience and spent 
many years researching the  
concept of ‘Grit’. I love 
the book for two reasons. 
Firstly, it is based on 

Duckworth’s research 
rather than opinion 
or wild claims and, 

secondly, I really buy in 
to the notion that anyone 
can learn to be ‘gritty’. 
All we have to do is find 
something we are truly 
passionate about and go 
for it, without giving up 
until we succeed.” 

BOOK CORNER

Dawn Browne, Fuller’s ‘people & talent’ 
guru, recommends:  

GRIT  
by Angela Duckworth 

Roadshows bring BII’s experts to the regions, along with Helpline Live 
– business clinics offering support on Legal, HR, Licensing and more. 

MEET THE BII
Roadshow Events

We’re coming out on the road and 
running a series of ‘Meet the 

BII’ events, starting this November. We 
will have updates from our recently 
appointed Chair, Mark Robson FBII and 
our brand new Chief Operations Officer, 
Steven Alton CBII on the future of the 
BII, with other guest speakers to be 
announced shortly.

We will also be running ‘Helpline  
Live’, clinics for members to attend and 
speak to our teams on legal, licensing, 
HR and business support issues. 

All events will run from 11am  
to 3pm on the following dates:

Leeds – Thursday, November 14   
at The Head of Steam, Park Row

London – Tuesday, November 19,   
The Parcel Yard, Kings Cross

Birmingham – Wednesday,  
November 20, Revolucion de Cuba,  
Temple Street
Visit the Events page of our website for more 
information and to book your place. 



REVIEWSQUARTERLY
The best thing about Christmas 

is just about anything and 
everything goes – which is how 

BII News has tackled this festive feature! 
Lights, colour themes, food and drink 
offerings can be tailor-made to best 
appeal to your customers – more is less  
for some, totally OTT is the only way for 
others. How ever you choose to celebrate 
Christmas, a warm welcome, a generous 
offering and spectacular service will 
guarantee a fantastic atmosphere and give  
customers an experience to remember – 
and get the bells and tills ringing.

The season of goodwill, when most 
people are prepared to dig deeper than 
usual and splash out, is an ideal time  
to introduce new flavours and come  
up with some interesting food/drink 
pairings, with plenty of upselling 
opportunities.  

Capitalise on the ingenuity of brewers,  
distillers, drinks producers, food 
suppliers and manufacturers, as they 
crack open their festive offerings. For 
example, Nyetimber Cuvee is delicious 
with smoked salmon starters, while the  
winter warmers on your bar can surpass  
just your beer range, with mulled wine,  
hot spiced cider and hot alcoholic tea 
ideal over the colder winter months. 
English wine is enjoying bumper sales 
currently, while offering mocktails and 
soft drinks ensures no one misses out.

Midlands-based brewer and pubco 
Steamin’ Billy is giving in many ways this 
Christmas. It has sourced eco-friendly  
crackers (good for the planet) and  
a donation is made to Shelter for each 
cracker as part of its festive party 
offerings. Two good deeds done and 
there’s still the Christmas party to follow. 

Good preparation, planning and 
publicity ensure a cracking Christmas. 
The Air Balloon pub in Bristol, we hear, 
has taken early prep to a whole new level 
by putting up its tree in July! 

Elsewhere, David Utting really goes  
to town at The Empress Pub in 
Cambridge, using £10k worth of  
decorations collected over the years – 150  
sets of lights, numerous baubles, bells,  
tinsel, reindeers and snowmen. Now 
that’s impressive! 

And if you want to have the coolest 
colour schemes this year, it’s got to be 
‘Champagne gold’, burgundy and blush 
pink, according to ChristmasTimeUK. 

So here’s to your festive cheers.

AS PREPARATIONS GET UNDERWAY FOR WHAT IS THE BUSIEST  
TIME OF THE YEAR FOR MOST PUBS, SALLY BAIRSTOW  

DELIVERS A FESTIVE FEAST FROM CRACKERS,  
THAT WON’T COST THE PLANET, TO TIPPLES & NIBBLES 

GIVE YOUR CUSTOMERS  
A FESTIVE EXPERIENCE TO REMEMBER  

Christmasproducts
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HELPING 
CHARITY

BII 
OFFER

BII 
OFFER

TOP FEATURES
• Quality, hand-selected decorations 
• Colour combinations bespoke  

to requirements 
• Can be extended to full bespoke theme 

range including tree, wreath, garland 
and teardrop 

• Easy Christmas decorating  
and value for money 
PLUS: BII members can receive  
10% off from date of publication  

to midnight December 18, 2019.  
Use code BII19. 

From £39.50 (as pictured,  
ex VAT & Delivery) 
Email bespoke order 
requirements to  
sales@ChristmasTimeUK.com 
www.ChristmasTimeUK.com 

TOP FEATURES
• A flat tin with branding opportunities 

so you can spread your own 
Christmas message 

• Contains approx 25g dextrose mints 
• Available in a range of colours  

to compliment your brand 
• Promotional products are a great  

way to say thank you  
to customers  
and build brand 
awareness 

• Tins and pots  
can be filled with 
mints or sweets  
of your choice. 

From 83p (ex VAT)  
plus printing and delivery 
www.everythingbranded.co.uk 

TOP FEATURES
• Distinctive and peculiar  

hand-selected decorations 
• Pack includes 6ft artificial 

tree, full decorating pack, 
and set of LED lights 

• Matching themed  
teardrop, wreath  
and garland available 

PLUS: BII members can 
receive 10% off from 
date of publication to  
midnight December 
18, 2019. Use  
code BII19. 

£243.75  
(ex VAT & delivery)
www.ChristmasTimeUK.com 

Bespoke Table Top Trees 

Mini Mint Tin 

Steampunk 6ft Tree 

These miniature Christmas trees are 
available in any colour combination 
and are a cost-effective solution  
for a table top display. 

Often seen in upmarket delis, 
these mini tins of mints can be 
personalised with your pub’s name 
and/or used as a loyalty mechanism 
to encourage customers back in 

January and February – for 
example, ‘bring in this  
tin to claim a free glass  
of fizz with every meal 

January 2-Feb 28’.  

This unique range made its debut  
at Leeds Corn Exchange and is 
homage to Steampunk, a movement 
which is based upon how the 
Victorians may have envisioned the 
future. Quirky and exclusive – it will 
get customers talking!  

A SEASONAL SELECTION TO BRING  
CHRISTMAS CHEER TO YOUR PUB 

HOW TO MAKE:
• 50ml of Copper Dog whisky
• Splash of PX Sherry 
• Top with Fever-Tree Spiced Ginger Ale 
• Garnish with orange twist and mint 

Please check with your supplier  
for accurate pricing
www.Fever-Tree.com 

Fever-Tree:  
Whisky Ginger 

A great winter drink as whisky is 
back on the top spot as Britain’s 
favourite spirit this year. The 

Whisky Ginger is a classic whisky 
drink, also known as a Horse’s 

Neck, Mamie Taylor or an Irish 
Buck. It has been a favourite 
for many generations, served 
in stylish bars around the 

world, and it’s simple to make. 

TOP FEATURES
• 7% of your purchase  

price goes to the charity, Shelter 
• Ideal for businesses wanting  

to make a difference, help  
the planet and charity 

• Made from renewable plant-based 
materials & completely plastic free 

• 12” crackers also available which  
include a wooden gift 

• Mixed box, pack of 100

List guide price £28.69 (ex VAT) 
www.selectcateringsolutions.com 

10" Spirit  
of Christmas 
Crackers 
CRA10SOC 

Plastic-free, 
‘environmentally-
friendly’ crackers

TOP FEATURES
• Personalise lollipops with your own 

message on the printed tags 
• Promotional products are a great way 

to raise brand awareness of your venue 
• Customers can eat in or take home 
• Christmas Tree lollipop also available 

From 57p single unit price (ex 
VAT) plus printing and delivery 
www.everythingbranded.co.uk

Santa Lollipop 

A fun treat for younger 
customers or adults with a sweet 
tooth, you can even have these lollies 
personalised with a festive message – 
how about using them to deliver  
a post-Christmas offer, to encourage 
return visits in January and February?  



Specialists in 
warewashing 

and ice  
machines

ice machines
The superb Maidaid  
ice machine range caters  
for every ice requirement. 

warewashing
Everything from the  

smallest undercounter to the  
largest rack and flight machines.

Exclusively from Maidaid distributors

For more information 0345 130 8070   maidaid.co.uk

CEDA 2016

FOR
TECHNICAL

AWARD

SUPPORT

SUPPLIER

SUPPLIER OF THE YEAR
HEAVY EQUIPMENT

WINNER
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Specialists in 
warewashing 

and ice  
machines

ice machines
The superb Maidaid  
ice machine range caters  
for every ice requirement. 

warewashing
Everything from the  

smallest undercounter to the  
largest rack and flight machines.

Exclusively from Maidaid distributors

For more information 0345 130 8070   maidaid.co.uk

CEDA 2016

FOR
TECHNICAL

AWARD

SUPPORT

SUPPLIER

SUPPLIER OF THE YEAR
HEAVY EQUIPMENT

WINNER

HONEY BUTTERED RUM
Ingredients
• 50ml El Dorado 12 Year Old 
• 2 heaped tsps Honey Butter* 
• 50ml-75ml hot water

 Method
• Build in an ‘old fashioned’ glass and 

stir until rich and creamy; garnish 
with a sprinkle of cinnamon 

*HOW TO MAKE HONEY BUTTER 
• 100g unsalted butter 
• 100g honey 
• 100g sugar 
• 1 tsp ground cinnamon 
• 20ml The Bitter Truth Pimento Dram 
• Add all ingredients to a pan on 

a medium heat; simmer and stir 
until the butter has melted and 
everything is evenly mixed 

FESTIVE RUM RECIPE

TOP FEATURES
• A lovely sunset pink colour 
• Aromas include a mix of fresh red fruits 

with spice notes of anise and lavender 
• Palate has a creamy, round texture  

with refreshing redcurrant, raspberry 
and cherry flavours 

• Topped off with an elegant finish 
• Grape varieties: Pinot Noir, 

Chardonnay, Pinot Meunier. ABV 12% 
• Region: West Sussex & Hampshire 

For suppliers and pricing
Tel: 020 7734 8490  
or email: info@nyetimber.com
www.nyetimber.com 

Nyetimber Rose

With demand for English wines 
soaring, this rosé is the perfect 
accompaniment with turkey and  
will bring a rosy glow to any meal. TOP FEATURES

• Palate supports complex aromas 
with honey, almond, pastry  
and baked apple flavours. 

• Grape varieties:  
Chardonnay, Pinot Noir,  
Pinot Meunier. ABV 12% 

• Region: West Sussex  
& Hampshire 

• Capitalise on the popularity 
of English wines 

For suppliers  
and pricing
Tel: 020 7734 8490  
or email:  
info@nyetimber.com
www.nyetimber.com 

Nyetimber Classic Cuvee 

Tasting Notes: Lovely pale gold and 
gentle, fine bubbles. Toasty, spicy  
and complex aromas. This is a perfect 
pairing with smoked salmon.

Christmas Tide 
SALCOMBE BREWERY   

A limited-edition seasonal ale 
from the Salcombe Brewery, 
to be enjoyed throughout  
the festive season. 
 
TOP FEATURES
• Christmas Tide (ABV 4.9%)  

is a well-structured, malt  
driven beer 

• The crystal, chocolate and 
wheat malts bring warmth  
and body to the beer, ideal  
for a winter’s day 
• The plethora of hops build on  

the chocolatey malt base and add  
a bittersweet finish 

• Available in bottles too 

Christmas Tide 9g cask £82.19. 
8x500ml bottles £12.90 (ex VAT)
contact@salcombebrewery.com 
www.salcombebrewery.com

CASK & 
BOTTLE

FESTIVE 
RECIPE

Cost to trade (ex VAT) £30 
per bottle (70cl)
Tel: 020 7501 9630  
www.lovedrinks.com
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El Dorado 12 Year Old Rum 

Heritage, history and taste. Produced by Demerara Distillers in Guyana, the 
story of rum in Guyana dates back to the 1640s. At the peak, over 300 sugar 
estates distilled their own signature rums. Today, Demerara Distillers operates 
the last remaining distillery in Guyana. 

TOP FEATURES
• Rums continue to be a key drink category attracting more and more consumers 
• Multi award winning 12-year-old rum typifies the smooth mellow sweetness  

of Demerara Rums 
• Tasting notes: lush tropical fruit and spice nose with hints of honey and dark sugar; 

round, mellow and full bodied palate, with an elegant and dry finish 
• Aged in old bourbon oak casks, it is a rum to be savoured
• Serve: straight, on the rocks, in a classic cocktail a robust Rum Old Fashioned  

or Honey Buttered Rum (see recipe top right)



Card Payments like no other

Switch to Paymentsense and get 50% cashback 
card terminal rental for the first 12 months.

At Paymentsense, we like to make things simpler for our customers.
So, we’ve partnered with BII to deliver the kind of payments service
you’ve always wanted. A service that makes your life easier, cuts your
costs and gives you piece of mind.

Better Rates
Never pay a penny more than necessary 

No exit expenses
We’ll cover any contract cancellation fees with 

your current provider. Up to £3,000 

Get your cash in quicker
With Next Day Settlement as standard 

Get help from people who understand you
Our UK-based support team is ready for your questions

T&C’s apply.

For more information contact 

0203 89302965 or visit

www.paymentsense.com/uk/partners/bii
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Card Payments like no other

Switch to Paymentsense and get 50% cashback 
card terminal rental for the first 12 months.

At Paymentsense, we like to make things simpler for our customers.
So, we’ve partnered with BII to deliver the kind of payments service
you’ve always wanted. A service that makes your life easier, cuts your
costs and gives you piece of mind.

Better Rates
Never pay a penny more than necessary 

No exit expenses
We’ll cover any contract cancellation fees with 

your current provider. Up to £3,000 

Get your cash in quicker
With Next Day Settlement as standard 

Get help from people who understand you
Our UK-based support team is ready for your questions

T&C’s apply.

For more information contact 

0203 89302965 or visit

www.paymentsense.com/uk/partners/bii

TOP FEATURES
• Offer a range of shimmery flavoured 

spirits, cocktail and mocktails without 
the outlay of buying individually 
flavoured spirits – great theatre  

• Available in 10ml bottles (6-8 servings) 
and 700ml pourer (340 servings) 

• Sell by the bottle for customers to 
add to their drinks, very sociable for 
groups, good for social media sharing, 
encourages repeat purchases 

• Great margins possible, if sold at over £1  
per serving from the 700ml pourer bottle 

• Creates an add-on to by the glass sales 
• 32 flavours including Winter Berry, Iced 

Raspberry, Warm Orange, Spiced Apple 
and Amaretto  

£2.25 per bottle (zero VAT),  
RRP £4-5; tiered stand with 60 
bottle £126 (zero VAT); 700ml 
340 serving bottle £88 (zero VAT)  
www.sparkledrops.co.uk 

TOP FEATURES
• Handcrafted in Cambridgeshire 
• New to the portfolio following a consumer  

vote for the next product line 
• Gluten free, vegan friendly and made 

from natural ingredients with no added 
sugars or artificial flavours 

RRP £32 
www.drinkcranes.co.uk  

Sparkle Drops 

Cranes Cranberry Gin 

Naturally flavoured and shimmery 
drops that can be added to most 
drinks to enhance flavour  
and appearance. 

With over 50 cranberries going  
into each 70cl bottle, it is smooth  
and fruity, yet delightfully sharp. 

TOP FEATURES
• Premium tea blends are infused  

with spirits – 1/3 spirit to 2/3 tea 
• Can be served neat, hot or cold,  

or used in cocktails 
• Alternative winter warmer to mulled 

wine or cider 
• The Tale of Tangier – infusion  

of Moroccan green mint tea with 
spearmint, dried lemongrass,  
dried apple, blackberry leaves  
& Caribbean white rum 

• The Tale of Earl Grey – infusion of black  
Earl Grey tea with British gin & botanicals 

• The Tale of Oolong – infusion of Chinese  
Oolong tea with Scotch Whisky 

• NOVELTEA, ABV 11%

RRP £24.99 (70cl)
www.noveltea-drinks.com 

NOVELTEA:  
Tea with spirit 

RTD Alcoholic teas are an ideal 
Christmas offering. The nation’s 
favourite hot drink, with a twist. 

TOP FEATURES
• Doesn’t require water for heating 
• The 800-watt, 3D induction coil heats 

contents evenly and efficiently holds the 
temperature, consuming less than 100 watts 

• Looks good front-of-house/on the bar top 
• Available in vibrant red or bright  

natural aluminium 
• Easy to use LED display with  

three preset programmes 
• Can also be used for soup, 

chilli or macaroni cheese 

Guide price £705 (ex VAT) 
For local stockists call 01355 
244111 or visit www.fem.co.uk

FEM Vollrath Mirage 
Induction Kettle 

A clean, safe and energy efficient way  
to serve hot mulled drinks and soup. 

• The Margarita and Martini glasses are long-stemmed, creating height  
and a bit of theatre, with the added benefit of leaving room  
on the serving plates to add Christmas embellishments 

• Available in two finishes, copper and stainless steel, which can be matched  
to the venue’s décor 

• The glasses are wide-brimmed and have a mirror finish to add a reflective look 

Margarita glasses are £9.46 (ex VAT) for the stainless steel  
and £12.00 (ex VAT) for the copper. Martini glasses are £7.72  
(ex VAT) for the stainless steel and £10.06 (ex VAT) for the copper. 
Visit www.parsleyintime.co.uk. Call 020 8317 5080  
or email info@parsleyintime.co.uk.

Nevilles Margarita  
& Martini dessert glasses 

The Neville range offers a number of stand-out 
items including pieces designed specifically to 
showcase desserts, especially at Christmas time.

TOP FEATURES
• An exciting way to add theatre to Christmas  

dessert offerings

TEA 
WITH A 
TWIST
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BII 
OFFER

TOP FEATURES
• 28cm/11in
• Available in festive 

red, gold and green 
with snowflake design, 
finished with gold bow 

• Contains party hat, joke  
and small plastic toy 

From 19p (ex VAT) per cracker
www.peeks.co.uk/christmas 

Party packs:  
Budget 
Catering 
Christmas 
Crackers  
REF: CRI

Novelty Party Pack  
for 50 people 
REF: NV40 

Ideal for all large 
Christmas parties. 

TOP FEATURES
• A party pack to make parties go  

with a whizz and a bang! 
• Contains 50 blowouts, 60 pipes, 600 

blowballs, 180 streamers, 144 rocket 
balloons & 250 party poppers  

Cost (ex VAT) £52.00  
www.peeks.co.uk/christmas

A bumper pack of extras to create  
a fun and noisy party atmosphere. 

Whilst we make every effort to provide 
accurate information, please note that the 
Quarterly Reviews are not a definitive list  

of what’s available on the market, with prices 
and information supplied by companies during  

the research period of June-August 2019.  
Please contact the suppliers for the most  

up-to-date information.

TOP FEATURES
• Premium air-dried beef and venison 

with Woza’s unique spice seasonings 
using the finest British ingredients 

• Available in Original Beef, Cape 
Cinnamon, Peri Peri and Wild Venison 

• Free from artificial preservatives,  
sugar and gluten 

• Snack packs (30g), bulk sliced  
and whole (kg) available 

• Woza gift boxes make ideal gifts  
and Christmas raffle prizes 

Minimum order 30 snack packs 
or 2kg. Snack packs start  
at £2.10, bulk sliced at £45.00  
and whole from £40.00 
www.everythingbranded.co.uk

Woza

An ideal Christmas bar snack,  
offering air-dried beef and 
venison (sorry Rudolf) varieties, 
ideal for beer pairings and  
a great way to build up a thirst 
among your customers.   

TOP FEATURES
• The combination of burgundy, blush 

pink & champagne gold is set to be  
the hottest trend for 2019 

• Handcrafted in Lincolnshire 
• Decorations are glued into position  

so wreath is ready to hang 
• Part of a full theme range featuring  

a matching teardrop, Christmas tree 
and garland 

• Create a designer look with minimal 
effort. Simply select your  

pre-decorated theme,  
unpack and display. 

PLUS: BII members 
can receive 10% off  
from date of 

publication  
to midnight  

December 18, 2019. 
Use code BII19. 

£48.75 (ex VAT& delivery) 
www.ChristmasTimeUK.com  

Vintage Pearl 60cm  
pre-decorated wreath 

The sophisticated and elegant  
vintage pearl range offers a touch  
of effortless class to pubs. 

TOP FEATURES
• Cawston Press says it 

has given fizzy orange  
a much-needed 
makeover – it’s  
a grown-up take on  
a childhood favourite 

• Made with squeezed 
oranges, bitter orange extracts,  
Seville orange puree, sparkling water 
and enough pressed apple juice  
to make it ‘just sweet enough’ 

• No concentrates, no added sugar  
and no artificial sweeteners 

• Case size 330mlx24 

For stockists and pricing
www.cawstonpress.com

Cawston Press  
Sparkling Orange 

With more consumers looking for 
exciting non-alcoholic drinks, this 
‘grown-up’ sparkling orange drink is 
new to the on-trade for 2019 from 
premium soft drinks’ company 
Cawston Press. 

CHRISTMAS 
JUMPER DAY 
FRIDAY, DECEMBER 13

When else can you wear a jumper 
with a pig in a blanket on it?! 

The pub industry is well-known  
for its generosity and outstanding 
charitable efforts, have fun with  
this one!  

Sign up for information  
and fundraising packs at  
www.ChristmasJumperDay.org 

BUDGET 
OPTION
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BII’S STRENGTH IS IN THE DIVERSITY OF OUR MEMBERSHIP: OVER THESE  
SIX PAGES, WE MEET THREE MEMBERS FROM VERY DIFFERENT BACKGROUNDS  

WHO ALL SHARE A LOVE OF THE INDUSTRY

Meet
MEMBERS

T he Elm Tree is a picturesque 
venue if ever there was one, 
set in an acre of land in the 

Derbyshire village of Elmton. 
Chris, as chef proprietor, controls 

the food side of the business and  
in his own words says: “Wherever 
the fire is, I’ll be!”. However, he 
also shares the credit for running  

a successful hospitality business 
with every member of the team, 

especially since they have taken on 
their second venue – The Angel & 
Harlequin Bistro in Spinkhill. 

While Chris remains the passionate 
lead for the menus in both locations, 
he leaves the day-to-day running to 
his general manager, Sue. With his 
wife, Jean, running the marketing side 
of the business, from social media to 
website management, the whole team 
excel in their individual roles. 

Their newest venture, the Angel  
& Harlequin Bistro, has been part of the 
business for four years, but a recent 
refurbishment and a collaborative 
approach to managing both venues has 
changed the businesses for the better. 

The Elm Tree fulfils the role of  
a traditional food led pub with Sunday 
roasts and hearty, gravy covered pies 
taking centre stage, whilst the Angel 
& Harlequin serves a varied menu 
throughout the day from Brunch 
to Afternoon Teas as well as pizzas, 
pastas, light bites and specials. 

Combine this with the busy events 
calendar at the beautiful Elm Tree, 
and Chris and his team have their 
hands full making cakes, pastries 
and feasts alongside the daily menus. 

Location is key, with The Elm  
Tree taking centre stage in the  
summer months, hosting weddings  
and parties in their garden Tipis and 
newly refurbished barn. Meanwhile, 
15 minutes down the road in 
Spinkhill, summer is a little quieter, 
as a lot of daytime trade comes from 
the school in the village. This means 
Chris and the team can hop from 

 
CHRIS NORFOLK FBII
CHRIS NORFOLK FBII WAS A BII LICENSEE OF THE YEAR (LOYA) 
FINALIST IN 2018 WITH HIS FANTASTIC VENUE, THE ELM TREE  
AT ELMTON. THE BII’S MOLLY DAVIS CAUGHT UP WITH HIM TO  
FIND OUT WHAT HAS CHANGED OVER THE LAST YEAR AND HIS  
PLANS FOR THE FUTURE… INCLUDING WINNING LOYA IN 2020! 

“OUR STAFF ARE  
THE LIFEBLOOD OF OUR 
BUSINESS – THE FRONT 
OF HOUSE TEAM  
ARE FRIENDLY  
CHATTY AND MAKE  
THE GUEST EXPERIENCE  
AN EXCELLENT ONE 
ACROSS THE BOARD”
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W H O  W E  A R E

Chris Norfolk FBII

Chris has been in the licensed 
trade since he did work experience 
in a local restaurant when he was  
at school and has had his own  
pub with his wife Jean for the past 
11 years. 
 
HOW DO YOU MOTIVATE 
YOUR STAFF?  
Lots of ways – keeping everyone 
informed about how we are 
doing as a business financially 
is important. Sending staff on 
courses: foraging, sausage making, 
barista skills, wine training – the  
list goes on. 

YOUR PROUDEST 
MOMENT? 
The day we got the keys to the  
pub. The first time we finished  
and cashed up for the evening  
was brilliant. We knew then,  
this was the right thing for us. 

professionalism save the day.” 
When we last spoke to Chris, 

getting good chefs on board was his 
biggest challenge, but investment 
in staff training and 
development seems 
to have paid off. 
Getting chef whites 
personalised with  
nicknames adds to the 
sense of camaraderie 
that they clearly have 
in the kitchen, as well  
as the support they 
offer through NVQs 
and apprenticeships.  

Chris confidently tells us that 2020 
will be the year they win the BII’s 
Licensee of the Year Awards – so watch 
this space come June next year! This 
healthy, competitive spirit clearly 
carries through to the rest of the staff 

venue to venue as needed, making the 
most of their time and skill sets. This 
flexibility is vital to fitting everything 
in, especially as they take on outside 
catering jobs as well. 

When asked for the secret to his 
business success, Chris could mention 
the reputation they have for food, 
or the fantastic rolling hills that 
surround the Elm Tree, but he says  
it’s his staff.  

“Our staff are the lifeblood of our 
business – the front of house team are 
friendly, chatty and make the guest 
experience an excellent one across 
the board. I always say that we could 
serve great food, but if we had poor 
staff, we wouldn’t be anywhere near as 
successful. I’m very proud of our food, 
but we all have off days and having 
amazing staff means that if there are 
ever any problems, their attitude and 

– the latest contest centring on Latte 
Art following the recent completion 
of barista courses at the Angel. Team 
spirit and a good sense of humour are 

key themes and come 
across when speaking 
to Chris, and in the 
social media feeds  
of both pubs.  

We’re sure that  
the hard work and 
dedication put into  
the businesses over the 
last few years is paying 
dividends, and we’re 
looking forward to 

their entry for LOYA 2020…. 
Running multiple venues is  

a challenge that Chris and his team 
have taken on with relish, with the BII  
here to offer support every step of the 
way. Our newest membership, Club 
BII, offers business owners with 2  
or more sites a chance to give their 
venue managers access to all the 
benefits we provide.  

Call us today to find out more –  
01276 684449 and ask about Club BII. 

The Elm Tree in Elmton is a stunning property 
in a picturesque location, tended by Chris 
Norfolk and his team who provide their 
customers – from regulars to wedding guests – 
with a first class experience every time
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MEET... 
JAY CHAPMAN FBII

JAY CHAPMAN FBII, LICENSEE OF THE OLD VILLAGE INN, BEMBRIDGE,  
HAS PUT HIS HEART AND SOUL INTO CREATING A COMMUNITY  
HUB ON THE ISLE OF WIGHT THAT’S POPULAR WITH LOCALS  
AND TOURISTS ALIKE. MOLLY DAVIS FINDS OUT MORE  

A stone’s throw from 
picturesque Bembridge 
Harbour, The Old Village 
Inn provides good pub 
food, a variety of local 

ales and beers, regular entertainment 
and great regular offers to pull in 
customers every day of the week.  

For Jay, creating a home-from-home  
environment for people to socialise 
is second nature, having begun his 
career hospitality in 1996 when he 
decided to build a pub onto the side 
of the Sandpipers Hotel in Freshwater 
Bay – inspired by his wish to create  
a pub for him and his friends to meet, 
other than just the hotel bar.  

“It was more like a living room 
open to everyone,” he remembers,  
and it was called the Fat Cat Bar. 

For the next 11 years, the Fat Cat 
Bar went from strength-to-strength, 
hosting music and real ale festivals 
and becoming known locally as the 
place to be. 

On taking over The Old Village 
Inn seven years ago, which at that 
time was a 90% wet-led boozer, Jay 
decided to build up the pub’s food 
trade. Today, he has a wet/dry split  
of 60/40, fuelled by great offers and 
the introduction of a pizzeria in the 
back garden. 

A strong focus on sourcing fresh, 
island produce is also key to The Old 
Village Inn’s offer, with the butcher 
opposite, Woodfords, supplying the 
meat and the local Farm Shop, close  
by on the high street, providing the 
fruit and veg for the kitchen.  

This local ethos continues in the 
bar, with a good array of local island 
ales, supported by some well-known 
mainland beers. 

Jay’s passion for the business shines 
through, with his strong desire to 
create a pub that’s exactly as he wants 

it to be: a proper pub that serves  
good food – not a restaurant. 

“We want to be a destination  
for a lovely pub meal, but also for  
a drink at the bar with family  

and friends.” 
He continues: “We run offers, 

which are the same every week,  
and publicise those well. Regardless 
 of how much money you want to 
spend on a meal, everyone wants  
to know where they stand. We don’t 
run confusing offers where you have 
to sign up, print vouchers or mention  

a code in advance for that very reason.” 
Being good value for money is 

important, especially as trading on 
the Isle of Wight brings its own unique 
added costs.  

Locals and holidaymakers are all 
forced to shell out to travel across the 
Solent to arrive, or leave, and with 
ferry prices upwards of £150 per car  
in peak summer months, it’s a cost 
that a lot of businesses on the island 
would like to see reduced in order to 
boost tourism. 

But Jay takes a pragmatic view. 
“Cornwall or Devon don’t have ferry 
tolls to contend with, but I think that 
once people have paid for the ferry, we 
have them for longer than businesses 
on the mainland. 

“They are looking to make the most 
of their money. That’s why we make 
sure that there is something different 
on every night of the week, to allow 
people to make the most out of their 
precious holiday time.” 

He continues: “We like to think  
that at a very reasonable £3.80 a pint, 
our prices reflect the investment 
they’ve made in coming to the island. 
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“People always assumed that I was 
French before they met me, or 
would mispronounce my name. Jay 
has seemed to just stick! Everyone 
needs a landlord to be “their” 
landlord. I’ve always been known as 
Jay or Fat Cat Jay back in the day….” 
 
WHAT IS THE SPLIT OF 
LOCALS TO TOURISTS IN 
YOUR BUSINESS?  
“It’s about 50/50 in the summer 
months, moving to 70/30 out of 
season. People come to the pub for 
a wide range of things, including 
weekly entertainment with a DJ 
on Friday nights and live music 
every Saturday. We make sure we 
publicise things on Facebook and 
the website so that people know 
ahead of time what’s going on.” 

WHAT DO YOU LIKE ABOUT 
YOUR BII MEMBERSHIP? 
“I read INNfocus every week to keep 
up-to-date and am very proud to be 
a Fellow member with the BII. We’ve 
never entered any competitions but 
you never know…!” 
 

Jean-Paul  
Chapman FBII 
(but always called Jay)

or Claire, as you would from me. It’s 
really important to us to get that right, 
and we think that our repeat business 
shows how much it matters. 

“We have locals and tourists who 
visit us, but we also have a lot of 
regulars who come in once or twice  
a week, or once a month and even just 
four times or once a year [as is the 
nature of island visitors]. They are all 

our regulars.  
“There is one family 

who come on holiday 
every year and book 
dinner with us for their 
family 14 nights on the 
trot! They know what 
to expect here and 
they love that there is 
something different on 
offer every night. It’s 
great to welcome people 
like that into the pub 
and it is very rewarding 

to know that you have made that sort 
of an impact on people’s lives.”  

If you work in the licensed trade and are not 
yet a BII member, call us today to ‘Join Our 
Family’. Call 01276 684449. 

Also, island life is very  
different. As soon as you get on that 
ferryyou start to relax – it is part of 
your holiday. The same is true for 
locals. You can feel the change in 
atmosphere as soon as you get here.” 

Community is a vital part of the 
pub and vice versa. Whether it be New 
Year’s Eve parties with magicians and 
entertainers, festivals in the summer, 
or a discount scheme 
that keeps people 
coming back for more, 
the focus of the pub is 
all about providing  
a great experience for 
the customer.  

“We work with 
like-minded people 
who know exactly how 
we want the business 
to be run. You can 
teach people skills, 
like pouring a pint, but 
they have to have the right ethos and 
personality to work with each other 
in a pub. You will get the same level of 
service and attention from Kevin, our 
pub manager, or from Wayne or Emma 

“YOU CAN TEACH 
PEOPLE SKILLS, 
LIKE POURING  
A PINT, BUT THEY 
HAVE TO HAVE 
THE RIGHT ETHOS 
& PERSONALITY 
TO WORK WITH 
EACH OTHER  
IN A PUB”
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MEET... 
MICHAEL HALES MBII

LICENSEE OF THE YEAR AWARD 2019 SEMI-FINALIST, MICHAEL  
HALES MBII IS NOT A LICENSEE WHO LETS THE GRASS GROW  
UNDER HIS FEET. MOLLY DAVIS FINDS OUT MORE ABOUT HIS  
THREE PUBS AND THE TEAM BEHIND IMAGINE INNS 

M ichael Hales MBII went into 
his first tenancy, the Butlers 
Arms at Pleasington in 2016. 

Since then he has added the Top Lock 
at Chorley and, most recently, The 
Railway in Bolton in 2018 – all are 
with Star Pubs & Bars. 

The Butlers Arms at Pleasington 
is a unique venue, with a terrace 
overlooking a Bowling Green that is 
home to no less than six local teams.  
Running a community pub, sport  
and charity are all close to Michael’s  

heart and he has recently been 
recognised by Pub Aid for being  
a huge contributor on all fronts. 

Blokes United, is a local social 
inclusion support scheme, based 
around weekly football sessions, 
offering help to men suffering with 
mental health problems. Ever since 
finding out about the work they did, 
Michael has been an avid supporter, 
paying for pitch hire and kit, as well as 
food and hot drinks after every session. 

“It’s important to me as a local 
business that we support the 
community and projects like this 
where we can. Pubs are places where  

people connect, and sports teams 
provide similar support and friendship,  
so it makes sense that this is somewhere  
we can give something back.” 

This ethos carries through to The 
Railway in Bolton, where the local 
cricket team has benefitted from  
a £1,200 kit boost, thanks to Michael 
and Imagine Inns. These donations are 
directly funded from pub profits, but 
his venues also fundraise for larger 
equipment and projects, putting on 
special events from time-to-time. 

In order to donate money however, 
you have to make it, so what is it that 
makes this business such a success? 

For starters, all three pubs clearly 
look the part, with a strong theme 
running throughout each one. Unique 
ideas and finishing touches give all 
the venues clear appeal to particular 
demographics. 

Michael gets inspiration from all 
over the place, particularly his travels. 
The recent addition of “cook-your-own”  
fire pits in the middle of the table at 
the Butlers Arms have been a hit with 
parties and guests and were inspired 
by a trip to Melbourne, Australia. 

Unique ideas 
and finishing 
touches, give all the 
venues clear appeal 
to certain customer 
demographics
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Interesting interiors, a great offer 
and brilliant staff create success 
for the Butlers Arms (far left),  
The Railway (left) and the Top Lock

Imagine Inns is made up of Michael’s 
three pubs, the Butlers Arms in 
Pleasington, the Top Lock in Chorley 
and The Railway in Bolton – all part 
of the Star, Pubs & Bars’ estate.
 
WHAT WOULD YOU TELL 
YOUR YOUNGER SELF? 
‘To be honest, I wouldn’t change  
a thing about what I have done 
in the past. I tried my hardest at 
school and didn’t do great, but 
it’s important to try, fail and pick 
yourself up again. My only advice 
would be that I should have done  
it all sooner!’

BEST ADVICE YOU  
COULD GIVE? 
‘Always say yes, or think positively 
about an opportunity. When you’re 
weighing it up, think about how you 
could make it happen. If it’s not right 
after you’ve done your research, 
fine, but never go into something 
thinking it won’t work….’

TOP FACT 
‘Was a Chef in the Catskills in  
New York.’
 

Michael Hales MBII

already planning for January and 
February, creating events, offers, 
menus and a communications’ plan. 

And Michael is clear on one thing: 
“Don’t get caught up in looking at 
what everyone else is doing. Focus on 
yourself – that’s the only person you 
should be in competition with.” 

That was particularly true when 
Michael opened The Railway, which 
was a boarded up community pub on 
the verge of becoming another block 
of flats when Imagine Inns took it on. 
Since then, it has been transformed 
into a sleek, fun local pub, offering 
a great dining experience and 
unique ambiance with its specially 

commissioned 
artwork taking 
centre stage. 

All three pubs 
have hosted, 
weddings, funerals, 
parties, family 
fun days and gin 
festivals in recent 
months and whilst 
Michael’s social 
life largely revolves 
around the pubs,  

he takes the time to get away from  
the business when he can. 

We can’t wait to see the next 
chapter in Imagine Inns story… we’re 
sure it won’t be long!  

If you work in the licensed trade and are not 
yet a BII member, call us today to ‘Join Our 
Family’. Call 01276 684449. 

Other initiatives have been the 
introduction of carbon-free dining – 
by adding a £1 optional extra on the 
bill, which goes towards planting trees 
in developing countries. 

Michael attributes his success to 
his strong, capable team. He has a GM 
in every site and four key staff at head 
office. Matt – his right hand man, 
makes Michael’s ideas happen and 
looks after the marketing. Debs is in 
charge of sales and events, whilst Tina 
and Sue take care of accounts.  

“We all do a bit of everything 
though – this morning we were 
looking at the P&Ls for last month. 
Live accounting has changed the way 
we do business. We 
can spot trends or 
problems and react  
a lot faster. I recently 
decided as a ‘thank 
you’ to our locals in The 
Railway, to put £500 
behind the bar on  
a Friday evening. We 
put some posts out on 
social media, inviting 
our regulars down for 
a drink ‘on the house’  
and the response was phenomenal. 

“It was the best marketing ROI 
we’ve ever had – but also, everyone  
felt appreciated as customers.” 

Marketing and the forward 
planning that goes with it is another 
key element helping their business 
flourish. Come August, they are 

“DON’T GET 
CAUGHT UP IN 
LOOKING AT WHAT 
EVERYONE ELSE IS 
DOING. FOCUS ON 
YOURSELF – THAT’S 
THE ONLY PERSON 
YOU SHOULD BE IN 
COMPETITION WITH”
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Andrew Buchanan

E xperiential is the on-trend marketing word of the 
moment. Almost every operator is striving to offer 
THE consumer experience, in a market where 
entertainment is charged with the task of leaving  
an impression on the customer. 

I would add that it’s not just ‘an experience’ that today’s 
consumer is searching for, but one that is the best, most 
pleasurable and worthy of being repeated, and which also 
can be shared with friends, family and their followers on 
social media. A lacklustre experience is almost a bigger 
crime these days than a poorly delivered one. 

Witnessing these evolving demands in the market got 
us at Thwaites thinking about the ways in which we were 
segmenting our own business, and it became clear that 
having segments based purely upon the demographics 
of the people living locally had become obsolete. Our 
segmentation didn’t reference the types of consumers,  
or the consumer occasions – it was too focused on the type 
of people living in the area without any evidence to indicate 
why people used, or might want to use, the pub.  

What we needed was to refresh our strategy and 
better understand why people go to the pub – and more 
importantly, how a specific pub could better appeal to them.  

In addition, we also wanted to know what competitive 
venues were operating in the locality. 

 In short, we wanted more information about our pubs 
and the areas they operated in, to help us plan and direct 
everything from our marketing strategies and POS-
support through to, and most importantly, the £2m we 
have earmarked for investment in the estate over the next 
12 months. While the results were not intended to govern 
where we spent the money, we believed it would inform  
us how our capital investments would be best spent.  

We also wanted to create a tool that would help our 
customers – our tenants – to continue to successfully 
develop their businesses by empowering them with hard  
data that would enable them to redefine, target and enhance  
their understanding of the market they were out to capture. 

And so, over the last six to nine months, we began 
working with the leading insight and data consultancy 
CGA. We shared our thoughts and kicked ideas around 
with three like-minded regional brewers, Robinsons, 
Hydes and Wadworth who, like us, have a mix of managed 
and tenanted premises and various styles of businesses, 
from wet-led to premium and mainstream. By pooling our 
resources we have been able to create a tool that is more 

BEING THE BEST IS THE KEY TO SUCCESS, SAYS ANDREW BUCHANAN FBII, DIRECTOR  
OF PUBS AND BREWING AT THWAITES. HERE HE SHARES THWAITES’ RECENT JOURNEY  
TO REDEFINE, TARGET AND DELIVER THE VERY BEST OFFER ACROSS ITS ESTATE 
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wide reaching. And it also just so happened that CGA was 
looking to create something that worked for tenanted pub 
companies. Our new segmentation model went live in the 
spring of this year, after CGA delivered the project. 

 CGA has access to large data pools and can draw-down 
information to provide in-depth statistics. Just type in  
a postcode and all the relevant data is right there, from  
the consumer types (affluency, age-profile, characteristics) 
within a pre-defined radius, as well as information on 
the number of people travelling to that 
area to work and so on. It also includes 
competitor sites and helps us identify 
how we can help our customers create  
a USP at a specific location.  

The data is already producing results. 
For example, one of our customers is  
a pub that aspired to have a high-end  
food offering. Its food was great, but it was 
clear it wasn’t performing as successfully 
as it could or should have done. However, 
equipped with the new data, we were 
able to quickly identify that consumers 
in the area were more value conscious 
than the pub had first thought.  

 Simply put, there wasn’t the market 
for a higher end offer there, so the 
tenants adjusted their proposition to deliver quality food  
at a price point that was more attractive to local trade.  

It’s sometimes all too easy these days to believe there’s 
a desire for a ‘premium’ offer, because that’s what we are 
being told consumers want. But there isn’t always a market. 
People will travel to a more affluent area to enjoy high-end  
dining, but may not be prepared to pay for it on their doorstep.  

Conversely, the new data has led to a rethink on some of 

our wet-led, mainstream pubs, after we identified a couple 
that were well-placed to trade up to a premium offer. We’re 
now taking the principles learned from these sites and 
applying them to other, similar businesses. 

In addition, we will also be guided by the data when it 
comes to site acquisitions within our Inns business – which 
is predominantly larger pubs with rooms. And we have also 
trained our area business managers in accessing and using 
the ‘live’ information, so they can refer to it when talking 

with our customers.  
Over the next few months, we will 

implement better policies based on this 
new knowledge to create the necessary 
change within our business – from 
tailoring POS material, to creating 
‘How to…’ guides (from how to make 
the most of bank holiday weekends, to 
Valentine’s day), and providing more 
relevant information to our customers 
to enable them to reach their 
consumers with even more success. 
And with the macro trends factored 
in – premiumisation, experiential and 
vertical family occasions – we can 
focus upon maximising all the various 
component parts of our overall offer. 

Pubs are facing tough times, which are not going to ease 
any time soon, and with significant cost base increases, 
being equipped with the knowledge to redefine, target  
and drive footfall will result in increased sales to help  
offset rising costs.  

We believe by supporting our pubs to better serve their 
local market, they will ultimately achieve long-term  
sustainability – by being the best to achieve success. 

“PEOPLE WILL 
TRAVEL TO  
A MORE AFFLUENT  
AREA TO ENJOY  
HIGH-END  
DINING, BUT  
MAY NOT BE 
PREPARED TO  
PAY FOR IT ON  
THEIR DOORSTEP” 
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Drinking rates among 
British adults are at their 
lowest for 18 years, with 
a quarter of 16-24-year 
old’s drinking no alcohol. 

With at least one in five of us trying to 
reduce or minimise our alcohol intake, 
it’s important to bear in mind that 
customers aren’t necessarily going 
teetotal, but are simply drinking  
a bit less. Healthier lifestyles, religious 
preferences and a push-back against 
the booze-fuelled professional 
networking culture all play a part.

Alcohol-free beer has been 
identified as being the fastest growing 
trend in the drinks market, with sales 

increasing by more than a quarter  
(27%) over the year to September 2018, 
according to market research firm 
Nielsen. The volume sold in pubs, bars, 
restaurants and shops across the UK  
in the same period was the equivalent  
of 12.2 million pints, and the two major  
lager launches in the area (Heineken 
0.0 and Budweiser Prohibition) 
boasted combined sales of over £6.5 
million alone.  

And it’s not just alcoholic drinks 
that customers are looking to replace 
with an alternative. A report published 
by Distill Ventures in June showed that 
in the last 12 months, there have been 
271 ‘premium soft drink’ launches in 
the UK in total, which is great news 
for those 61% of consumers who want 
a better choice when it comes to adult 
soft drinks.

Improving technology is also 
leading to better quality beers and 
wines being created – with low-
alcohol beers actually beating their 
regular equivalents in blind tastings! 
And with more low and no-alcohol 

beers moving from bottle  
to tap, such as Heineken 0.0 
using the new Blade draught 

system, this has only 
added to the momentum.

But lower alcohol 
alternatives to wine and 
beer are only half the 
story. Perhaps the most 

exciting new drinks coming through 
the market are ‘botanicals’ such as 
CEDER’S – part-owned by Pernod 
Ricard – and Atopia from William 
Grant, which has traditionally been 
best known for whisky. 

In April 2018, there were just four 
non-alcoholic spirits on the market in 
the UK but just six months later, there 
were 42. Further evidence that the 
future for this drinks sector is rosy. 

Other interesting new ventures 
include Square Root Soda’s 0.5% 
shandy and Teetotal G&T’s new Cuba 
Libre. While these drinks are low in 
alcohol, they’re high in aspiration as 
they appeal to a fashionable, quality-
conscious, high spending consumer. 

NEW OPPORTUNITIES 
Our recent research, supported by 
the Brewer’s Research and Education 
Fund, into improving the sales of low 
and no alcohol beer in licensed venues, 
indicated that whilst this is a fast-
growing market there are still some 
key barriers in the way of growth, 
mainly around perception and price. 

Venues need to support and train 
staff to have confidence in the product 
to drive sales, especially as they are 
often nervous about asking for the 
reasons why a customer might not be 
drinking alcohol. This includes better 
knowledge of both the product and its 
potential customers. 

I’d suggest never underestimating 
the alcohol-free market. 
Think of it in the same way 
as you would diners who 
have become more savvy 
about what they eat. These 

“WHILE THESE DRINKS ARE LOW IN ALCOHOL, 
THEY’RE HIGH IN ASPIRATION AS THEY APPEAL  
TO A FASHIONABLE, QUALITY-CONSCIOUS,  
HIGH SPENDING CONSUMER”

Laura Willoughby 

LAURA WILLOUGHBY MBE IS THE CO-FOUNDER OF CLUB SODA, THE ‘MINDFUL 
DRINKING MOVEMENT’ WITH 40K MEMBERS, INSPIRED AFTER SHE GAVE UP 
ALCOHOL SEVEN YEARS AGO. HERE SHE EXPLAINS WHY THERE’S MONEY TO BE  
MADE FROM DEVELOPING A BETTER LOW AND ALCOHOL-FREE RANGE FOR ADULTS
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days people are also looking at what 
they are drinking. And it’s also well 
remembering that a ‘CEDERs and tonic’ 
is not a down-sell from a full-ABV  
G&T, it’s an up-sell from a lemonade, 
or even free tap water. 

Also attractive are the margins, 
which are more generous, as there’s  
no alcohol duty to be paid. 

The City Pub Company has 
done a lot of work on its 
low/no alcohol offering, 
growing its range 
threefold in 2018. 
With alcohol-free 
beer now outselling 
many full-strength 
craft beers, the 
company is even 
experimenting with 
creating its own drinks. 

It’s about equality of 
experience for the customer; 
non-drinkers have money in their 
pockets and they’ll spend it in your pub, 
if you obtain their loyalty – bringing 
their drinking friends with them.

COUNTRY-WIDE
The demand for interesting and 
premium low and no-alcohol 
products is not just a London or 
city phenomenon either. New 
developments, especially in food and 
drink, spread much more quickly 

these days as consumers are more 
connected, thanks in part to 
the internet and online opinion 
formers, who are moving out of key 
cities due to the high cost of living. 

According to Distill Ventures, 
59% of drinkers in the UK are 
ordering non-alcoholic drinks on 
nights out, while also drinking 

alcohol, compared with 
only 29% who are just 

consuming  
alcoholic drinks. It’s 

why we held one 
of our Mindful 
Drinking Festivals 
in Glasgow in 
October last year. 

In the regions you’re 
much more likely to 

have customers who 
are driving – in Scotland 

especially, because of the 
tougher drink driving laws. 

Other examples of success include: 
the bar chain All Bar One, with  
an amazing menu for all tastes. As well  
as some mouth-watering alcohol-free  
cocktails on offer, its range of low and  
no alcohol beers and ciders is extensive;  
and Cosy Clubs, which has an 
exceptional low and no alcohol drinks 
menu, complete with homemade  
lemonades, iced tea coolers and  
non-alcoholic cocktails, plus a range  

of alcohol-free beers, sodas and tonics.
Along with better margins and 

increased consumer demand, your  
bar can also benefit from free publicity 
by stocking a better range of low and 
no alcohol products. 

Our Club Soda Guide is available 
online for mindful drinkers 
(clubsodaguide.com) and lists over 800 
low and no alcohol drinks along with 
nearly 3,000 venues where drinkers 
can find them. If you think your venue 
has a great offer for drivers, pregnant 
women and those not drinking tonight,  
you can list your venue for free, by 
going to www.clubsodaguide.com and 
going to the link ‘Nominate a venue’.

And finally, if you’re interested in 
finding out more about the products 
available, drinks are listed on our 
clubsodaguide.com, which is updated 
weekly with new products and details 
of where they wholesale. 

CLUB SODA
Club Soda, the Mindful Drinking 
Movement, aims to create a world 
where nobody feels out of place  
for not drinking. 

It was inspired by Laura’s experience  
of giving up alcohol seven years ago.  
A campaigner at heart, with a background  
in movement building and politics, she 
realised that one of the big sticking 
points was the poor range of options 
available, if you go out to socialise but 
don’t want to drink alcohol.

Club Soda has over 40k individual 
members, a venue and drinks listing 
guide (clubsodaguide.com) and runs the 
UK’s only Mindful Drinking Festivals. 
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Mark Holden

W ith constant pressures on small businesses 
across the UK and the industry, our 
company, Inn Cornwall, is having to focus 
harder than ever before on productivity, 
as we are pushed to do ‘more with less’. 

These pressures are further exacerbated by the tight 
margins within L&T (Landlord & Tenant) agreements, 
increasing rents, the endless debate around business rates 
and a push to achieve a real living wage for our workforce.  

So, fuelled by our success after winning the NITAs in 
2018, we decided to go further and do ‘more with more’, 
taking our education and development initiatives to 
another level by expanding outside our own business  
and engaging with lots of different projects across the  
South West of England and the UK. 

As a result, I became part of the ‘Cornwall 
Hospitality Cluster’. 

The cluster is made up of Matthew 
Thomson, CEO of Cornwall Food 
Foundation and Fifteen Cornwall, 
Truro College, Newquay for 
Excellence Training, Growth 
Hub, Local Enterprise 
Partnerships, Be the Business 
and myself, and we are 
all focused on improving 
hospitality within Cornwall.  

Inn Cornwall operates three 
tenanted pubs and employs 86 
people in Cornwall and has been 
reaping the benefits of collaborative 
learning and benchmarking, while also 
helping others by sharing our own success 
stories. Taking advantage of all the Cornwall 
Hospitality Cluster has to offer, our team members have 
become ‘better magpies’, by which I mean, they are 
encouraged to be more curious and pick up on innovations 
from other businesses. 

In these difficult trading times, I believe, it has never 
been easier to each get sucked into ‘our own businesses’ 
without realising that we could really do with added 
inspiration and encouragement from elsewhere. Which 
is why, in 2018 I joined a pilot scheme ‘Be the Business’, 

an organisation dedicated to improving UK productivity, 
which was setting up in Cornwall to encourage networking 
and collaboration between businesses. 

This trial led to the establishment of a UK taskforce 
of forward-thinking SMEs (small and medium-sized 
enterprises) from every corner of England.  

The ‘Be the Business’ taskforce, I discovered, was 
made up of amazing businesses – from highly skilled 
labour specific jobs, such as glass-blowers in Cumbria, to 
high tech firms, designing machines and robots for the 
manufacturing industry.  

I’ll admit that, at first, I couldn’t see how our pubs  
could be relevant to these other industries, but the  
more we all met up, the more I learned and realised we 
actually had much in common and could add value to each 

other’s businesses. 
A good example is this: at one meeting,  
I shared that we had reduced wastage  

at our pubs by giving our team details 
of our beer yield and wastage 

reports – all provided by our 
technology provider Vianet’s 
i-Draught system. This resulted 
in me being invited to a further 
meeting, with the then-business 
secretary Greg Clarke, where 

I met a CEO of a playground 
equipment manufacturer in the 

Lake District. He was so inspired 
by our success that he went on to 

implement his own waste saving 
techniques, which in turn created large 

savings and reduced manufacturing errors 
across his business!  

I now encourage all of our Inn Cornwall team members 
to attend ‘Be the Business’ masterclasses and to share 
their own individual ‘hospitality hacks’ with their larger 
network. To date, the team has got to hear from various 
influential business people, including the easyJet Revenue 
Director, the CEO of the Pig Hotel Group and Ceviche 
Family Founder, Martin Morales. Good techniques and 
advice gained at each of these events have been taken away 
and gradually implemented throughout our business.  

NITA 2018 WINNER MARK HOLDEN MBII AND HIS TEAM AT INN CORNWALL 
ARE RESPONDING TO THE PRESSURES ON SMALL BUSINESSES BY DOING 
‘MORE WITH LESS’. HERE HE EXPLAINS HOW NETWORKING AND GREATER 
COLLABORATION ARE CREATING BETTER BUSINESSES ACROSS THE UK 
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Networking and collaboration 
inspire fresh ideas and leads  
to business improvements,  
says Mark Holden MBII

Through the Cornwall Hospitality Cluster, we have 
become engaged with others in our sector, and this 
has inspired us to do new things, including looking to 
create photography stations within each of our kitchens 
to enhance the pubs’ social media presence. We’re also 
exploring digitalisation, including new booking systems, 
improved recruitment processes and better techniques  
to create product offers.

We’re also in the process of scripting and filming our 
induction processes, to provide a consistent, accurate 
message and save our managers’ time. 

The team is also working closely 
with the local educational sector 
to provide apprenticeships for our 
staff. We now have Level 2, 3 and 
4 apprentices working both in our 
kitchens and front-of-house. 

As a region, Cornwall is 
benefiting from European Skills 
Funding: Cornwall Hospitality Table 
is creating solutions and projects 
to assist the industry; Together for 
Tourism Futures, working through 
Newquay for Excellence Training, 
develops trainers and increases skills; and the Cornwall 
Food Foundation provides benchmarking and mentoring. 

There is so much investment out there to enhance our 
skills and by working with all of these different projects,  
we are making the most of it – while it is here.  

Each week we have a wide variety of training activity, 
from unique profit and loss workshops, designed in 
collaboration with the St Austell Brewery, to independent 

health and safety courses. There is also joint training 
with Local Authorities, along with encouragement and 
incentives for every employee to complete CPL Online 
courses, as well as workshops to assist with creating better 
leaders and trainers within each of our pubs. 

It’s not only the employees within a business that 
benefit. Company heads are also reaping rewards by 
engaging with other directors and general managers in 
‘action learning groups’ set up by ‘Be the Business’ and 
delivered by Oxford Innovation. By creating a confidential 

environment and meeting regularly, 
they can work through business 
challenges together. 

I believe that making the most  
of what is out there is important.  
But you need to dedicate the time to  
finding out what’s available. Reaching  
out to different organisations and 
networking groups – including the 
BII – is a good way to achieve this. 

While it has been great to see 
Cornwall benefitting from European 
skills’ funding, what will happen 
when and if these funds cease to 

exist for the UK? We believe our experiences, shared here, 
demonstrate that by taking a collaborative approach across 
the industry, small businesses will be better able to help 
themselves continue to develop and fill the gap. 

Similar projects are being set up all over the country,  
so if you want to get involved or need that added spark,  
then get in contact with the ‘Be the Business’ team: 
enquiries@bethebusiness.com   

“AT FIRST, I  COULDN’T 
SEE HOW OUR PUBS 
COULD BE RELEVANT  
TO OTHER INDUSTRIES, 
BUT THE MORE WE ALL 
MET UP, THE MORE  
I  LEARNED AND REALISED 
THAT WE ACTUALLY  
HAD MUCH IN COMMON”
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Gary Hennighan 

GARY HENNIGHAN IS THE SENIOR LICENSING OFFICER FOR EAST 
LANCASHIRE. HERE HE SHARES HIS THOUGHTS ON WHAT MAKES  
A GOOD POLICE/PUB PARTNERSHIP 

“

With fewer officers actively 
policing the night-time 
economy, it is vital that strong 
relationships are formed

Don’t’ f*****g 
bring them in 
here. Police  

and pubs don’t mix,” 
was the cheery greeting  
I once received from a DPS 
at a routine licensing visit. 
This kind of welcome is 
rare, thankfully, but it did 
make me wonder what was 
happening at the pub to 
warrant such a comment. 

I believe that a positive 
two-way partnership 
between the licensed 
industry and responsible 
authorities is crucial in 
keeping the public safe, 
mitigating the risk of crime/
anti-social behaviour  
and is important in  
building a strong business. 

With that in mind,  
I’d like to share my  
top tips for bolstering  
a good relationship.

KEEP IN TOUCH  
“I’ll Be There For You”, 
sang The Rembrandts in 
the theme tune to Friends. If licensees work with me and 
are transparent, then I will support them in any way I can. 
Some licensees don’t like to get involved or contact the 
police, as there is a misconception that they will get a black 
mark against them for reporting an incident. For me, it’s  
the opposite. It shows responsibility and gives me peace  
of mind that the management is trying to sort out issues.

KNOW YOUR LICENCE CONDITIONS  
Your licence is your bible and I would expect you to know  
it like The Lord’s Prayer. It shows good management if  
you could periodically go over your licence and check that 

everything is in place.  
The biggie that catches  
a lot of people out is CCTV. 
I sometimes do visits and 
ask to check CCTV and it 
is not uncommon to find 
that it is not working, not 
recording or doesn’t save 
data for long enough.

THREE BASIC RULES  
The basic principles that 
will satisfy licensing 
officers and promote  
the licensing objectives: 
Don’t serve to drunks; 
Don’t serve to kids:  
Don’t tolerate drugs.

AVOID REVIEW 
HEARINGS  
Nobody wants this – ever! 
Apart from licensing 
solicitors, that is. 
Hearings are time-
consuming and costly  
for everyone. To maintain 
a positive relationship, 
if crime/disorder is 
happening and perhaps 

getting out of control, take strong, positive steps to 
eradicate it – liasing  with police and local government  
for advice.

WITH FEWER OFFICERS ACTIVELY 
POLICING THE NIGHT-TIME ECONOMY,  
IT IS VITAL THAT STRONG RELATIONSHIPS 
ARE FORMED. 
If you don’t know your local licensing officer, look them 
up and drop them an email, or give them a quick call, to 
introduce yourself – hopefully it will be the beginning  
of a good partnership.  
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REGIONAL EVENTS OFFER FANTASTIC OPPORTUNITIES TO ACCESS EXPERT 
ADVICE AND BUSINESS TOOLS, WHILE PROVIDING A RARE CHANCE TO 
NETWORK & SOCIALISE WITH OTHER INDUSTRY PROFESSIONALS – IN FACT, 
SAYS PHIL DAVISON CBII

IN THIS ISSUE WE’RE IN THE SOUTH EAST...

THE BII OPERATES THROUGH A NETWORK OF 10 REGIONS, 
SO YOU ARE NEVER FAR FROM HELP AND ADVICE ON 
ISSUES AFFECTING YOU AND YOUR BUSINESS 

PHIL DAVISON CBII 
SOUTH EAST CHAIR

T here are many benefits  
to BII membership that you will 
be undoubtedly aware of, from 

our free legal helplines to business 
planning tools and calculators; 
however, it’s possible that you have yet 
to discover one of the most valuable 
member benefits – BII Regional Events.

A fantastic 
opportunity to 
access expert advice, 
relevant business 
tools and a rare 
chance to network 
and socialise with 
other industry 
professionals, our BII 
Regional events may 
well be the BII’s best 
kept secrets, says 
Phil Davison CBII.

“As a working licensee myself,  
I know how absolutely vital it is to be 
able to step away from my pub once 
in a while and take a look at the big 
picture, and I would always encourage 
any licensee to do the same.

“It’s all too easy to get caught up  
in the day-to-day running of your  

business. We all meet similar 
challenges along the way that can 
make it seem impossible – and sadly 
regional events are often under-
subscribed. But the truth is, when you 
are struggling is exactly the time when 
these events, along with the people 
you’ll meet at them, come into  

their own!”
Phil continues: 

“Whilst running  
a pub is a sociable 
job, it can feel quite 
isolating at times. 
Attending an event 
in your region is  
a fantastic 
opportunity to 
meet like-minded 
licensees, share ideas 
and learn from other 

people’s experiences, mistakes and 
successes. There are many professional 
people around to help and offer advice, 
but only if you know where to find 
them – and you can find them, at the 
regional events.”

The South East BII council is hosting 
its next regional event on Tuesday, 

October 29 at The Antelope Pub  
in Surbiton, Surrey. 

The formal AGM, which members 
are welcome to attend, will run from 
2pm to 2.30pm and is followed by  
a completely free, open-to-all event 
beginning at 3pm, with refreshments. 

A fantastic line-up of speakers has 
been arranged by the day’s organisers’ 
Phil and David Queen CBII, Secretary 
of the South East Region, who will 
both be available on the day to  
welcome newcomers and share ideas.

 
KEYNOTE SPEAKER
The keynote speaker will be the owner 
and licensee of The Antelope pub, the 
successful multiple operator James 
Morgan MBII. He is one of the founders 
of the ‘Big Smoke Brew Co’, a pub 
operator and brewer, which started 
as the result of a joint venture with 
Greene King.  

James will be touching upon some 
of his own experiences in the industry, 
including the challenges, lessons  
and successes of his experiences  
over the last five years, specifically  
as a multiple operator. 

“THERE ARE MANY 
PROFESSIONAL 
PEOPLE AROUND 
TO HELP AND OFFER 
ADVICE, IF YOU  
ONLY KNOW WHERE 
TO FIND THEM… AND 
YOU CAN, AT THE 
REGIONAL EVENTS”
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COME ALONG  
& GET INVOLVED

SOUTH EAST REGIONAL EVENT  
Tuesday, October 29, 2019 

@The Antelope Pub,  
87 Maple Road, Surbiton KT6 4AW

AGENDA:
14.00 - 14.15  

Coffee/tea on arrival with biscuits  
– BII members only

14.15 - 14.30  
BII Council AGM – BII members only 

14.30 - 15.00  
Coffee/tea and biscuits  
on arrival – open to all

15.00 - 16.00  
Guest speakers – open to all

from 16.00  
Networking with complementary 

canapés & beer tasting 

TO REGISTER: please email  
phil@pubmarketingcircle.co.uk 

PS: If you are already a member of the 
BII, or thinking of becoming one, and 
would like to consider taking a place  
on our regional council, please speak  

to Phil Davison CBII on the day.

 

David Queen CBII, 
Secretary of 
the SE Region, 
works as  

a property 
manager for Criterion 

Asset Management, 
which operates the only 
completely free-of-tie 
pub company in the UK, 

The Wellington Pub Co. 
Having taken part in the 
SE regional committee 
and events for a number 
of years, David is eager 
to encourage anyone 
working within the 
industry, whether  
a licensee or not, to come 
along. “A free Regional 

BII event is a great 
opportunity to meet, 
learn and be inspired by 
some of your industry 
peers at an informal 
networking event in your 
area – and to find out 
what the BII membership 
can offer you for around 
50p per day.”

1. SOUTH EAST  
(inc Channel Islands) 
Phil Davison CBII
Phil.Davison@BII.org 
07879 494088 

2. SCOTLAND 
Jo Graham CBII  
Jo.Graham@BII.org  
07701 042113

3. NORTH
David Wigham FBII 
David.Wigham@BII.org  
07833 402517

4. YORKSHIRE
Kelly McCarthy CBII 
Kelly.McCarthy@BII.org  
01904 744261

5. NORTH WEST/ 
NORTH WALES  
Mike Connell CBII
Mike.Connell@BII.org  
07967 193379

6. EAST MIDLANDS  
Sarah Halpin FBII
Sarah.Halpin@BII.org  
07442 491292

7. EAST OF ENGLAND  
Jamie West MBII  
Jamie.West@BII.org  
07951 785054

8. WEST MIDLANDS/ 
SOUTH WALES  
Steve Williams CBII
Steve.Williams@BII.org  
07721 524 304

9. LONDON
Greg Mangham CBII  
Greg.Mangham@BII.org  
07831 248421

10. SOUTH WEST  
(inc Scilly Isles) 
Ludovick Halik CBII
Ludovick.Halik@BII.org  
01934 844 145

MEET OUR  
REGIONAL CHAIRS

‘BE INSPIRED AT THIS INFORMAL NETWORKING EVENT’

Within his own estate, James has 
found success by creating a unique 
selling point: offering over 20 craft 
lagers, ciders and ales to create a ‘beer 
festival’ atmosphere every day. 

James will be joined by his head 
brewer Nick Blake, who will discuss  
the microbrewery process, his 
role within the business and, most 
enticingly for any beer fanatics in  
the group, lead a tasting session.

James and Nick will also be joined 
by a number of other industry 
professionals, with details to be 
confirmed nearer the time.

Speakers at previous regional 
events have offered their expertise on 
marketing, technology, beer, wine and 
accounting, so members can be assured 
of a great mix of experts, who will be 
relevant to your business and, best  
of all, free of charge!  

 

Beer tasting 
and great 
networking 
opportunities 
will be on offer  
at The Antelope 
for the AGM
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Dianne, who also runs two 
other pubs in the area, 
wanted to take The Howard 
Arms back to the 1920s, from 
the furniture to the menu, 
which now includes spam 
fritters, mince and 
dumplings and 
treacle sponge.  

“I approached 
the Star team 
with the idea 
and they loved it. 
They’ve supported 
me throughout and 
given me the freedom to 
bring my vision to life,” said 
Dianne, explaining: “We’ve 
taken The Howard Arms 
back to the 1920s, but we’re 
also serving the modern 
essentials, like Prosecco and 

barista-quality coffee.” 
The £330k refurbishment 

sympathetically restored 
the Grade II listed building, 
and installed a new kitchen 

on the first floor to 
create extra trading 

space. The 1920’s 
furniture, state 
management 
bric-a-brac and 
memorabilia is 
complemented 

by the staff, who 
all wear collarless 

shirts, braces and flat 
caps. There’s even a piano  
for sing-alongs, and an Aunt 
Sally outside. 

Between 1920 and 1972, 
civil servants ran all the pubs 
in Carlisle according to strict 

rules: beer’s alcoholic 
content was reduced, food 
and activities introduced, 
coffee and cakes stocked 
and women encouraged 
to visit – ironically all the 
things modern pubs are 
looking to offer today! 

Dianne is also looking 
to expand her business 
further and plans to take on 
two more leased pubs in the 
area to create an estate of 
five in total. Adding: “Leased 
is the way to go as far as I’m 
concerned, as I don’t want to 
put capital into a freehold.” 

Star’s Operations Director, 
Gary Corney, said: “Dianne 
is a great licensee and very 
creative. We’ve been delighted 
to support her in this new 

venture. There’s nothing like 
The Howard Arms in the city, 
it’s a fantastic addition and  
a destination venue. 

“Carlisle is a regional 
centre, with lots to offer 
residents and visitors. We’re 
pleased to be investing 
£550,000 in the city’s pubs 
this year as part of our 
nationwide £50 million pub 
investment programme.”

Punch, which owns and operates 1,300 pubs across England and Wales is 
investing £32m in its estate over the next year. This summer, it celebrated  
a host of new openings and refurbishments: 

SPAM FRITTERS BUT NO SMALL MEASURES  
AT THE HOWARD ARMS IN CARLISLE 

PUNCH CELEBRATES MULTIPLE SUMMER RE-OPENINGS THE DEVONSHIRE ARMS  
IN HARTINGTON, BUXTON,
saw independent pub operator Coastal 
& Country Inns, with Chris Hannon as 
publican, reopen this Grade II listed  
building following a £620k investment.

Punch Managing Director, Andy  
Spencer FBII said: ‘’The Devonshire is one  
of our biggest investments to date, and 
we are incredibly pleased with the new 
look created. Matching this fantastic pub  
with our new publican Chris, who brings 
a wealth of experience and expertise, 
will ensure the pub’s long-term success 
within the community.’’ 

The Devonshire is the fifth pub for 
multiple operator, Chris, and his first 
venture with Punch. 

Chris and his team, led by Commercial 
Director Karen Boyle, have some exciting 
plans for the pub. 

Chris said: ‘ ’We are really looking 
forward to putting The Devonshire back 
on the map.’’ 

THE HINKSFORD ARMS, 
HINKSFORD, SOUTH  
STAFFORDSHIRE  
benefitted from a £260k  
investment, which included a full interior 
and exterior refurbishment, much to the 
delight of Kim and Mat Adams, who have 
been licensees at the pub since 2016.  

THE DUKE OF WELLINGTON 
PUB IN INCE, CHESTER,  
has relaunched following a £80k  
investment. New Publican, Shelley 
Deegan MBII and her extended 
family have taken the helm and 
have lots of plans to create an ‘epic  
community pub for all to enjoy’.  

INNvestments
A SPOTLIGHT ON NEW OPENINGS, INNOVATIONS, REFURBS & CAPEX

Licensee of The Howard Arms in Carlisle, Cumbria, Dianne Irving has had her dream 
realised, after Star Pubs & Bars agreed to tailor a major refurbishment around her 
idea to bring alive the city’s history, which saw the Government taking back Carlisle’s 
pubs into state management between 1916 to 1972 to ‘curb excessive drinking’. 

THE LAMB INN IN EDGMOND 
NEAR NEWPORT reopened this 
summer after £285k-worth interior and 

exterior refurbishment, 
creating more seating  
and a new family-friendly 
area outside for all-year-
round use. 

Debbie and Lance 
Pettet MBII have been  
appointed the new 
licensees and said:  
“We are really excited  
to be here at The Lamb, 

the investment has done the pub proud,  
it looks fantastic… We are looking  
forward to bringing it back to the heart 
of the community.” 
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THE STEAM WAGON IN SHREWSBURY 
celebrated a £465k investment by Punch and the 
new licensee, Victoria Martin (pictured below with 
Punch’s Development Manager Dolores Quigley). 
The pub even has its own miniature ‘steam engine’, 
which steams and whistles 
to welcome customers. 
Victoria’s first pub,  
the transformation at The 
Steam Wagon created 18 
new jobs too. “I’m really  
excited to be here… the 
pub looks fantastic… and 
I have some big plans to 
ensure it becomes the 
hub of the community.” 

THE JOHN WALKER 
TAVERN IN  
STOCKTON ON TEES 
celebrated a £342k  
investment, which saw  
a full internal transformation.  
There was even a name 
change, in recognition of the 
town’s historic connection 
to John Walker, the original 
friction matchmaker and  
one-time supplier to King  
William IV. Punch also  
welcomed new licensees  
to the pub, Joanna Oliphant 
MBII and Denise Hamilton.  

DODO PUB CO’S FIFTH SITE 
The Last Crumb in Caversham, 
near Reading in Berkshire, 
is the latest venue from the 
neighbourhood operator,  
the Dodo Pub Co.
Dodo Pubs started in 2009 with the 
revitalisation of the Rusty Bicycle in 
East Oxford. The Last Crumb will be  
its fifth site. 

PRIORY INNS HITS 10
Warrington-based pub operator, 
Priory Inns North West, has  
opened its 10th site, The Gardeners 
in Timperley, a lease with Star  
Pubs & Bars. 

LUCKY ONION 
A popular Cotswold pub, the  
Hollow Bottom in Guiting Power,  
is set to reopen, thanks to  
The Lucky Onion, a family-led 
operator of hotel, restaurants  
and country pubs. 
The Lucky Onion, led by Julian 
Dunkerton, operates six sites in  
the region. 

THE FOX INN IN GUISBOROUGH
town centre welcomed Middlesbrough FC  

legend Gary Pallister to cut the ribbon  
with publican Michael Crane MBII, following  
a £350k investment to create a ‘stand out’ 
much-loved pub, with revamped outdoor 
space with new seating and included  
a full internal redecoration. Michael, who 
took over the pub in 2014 and has recently 

revamped the eight letting rooms for bed  
and breakfast, said: “I’m so excited to be back 

open. The pub looks great and I can’t wait for 
everyone to come and see the new look.” 

PROPERTY NEWS  
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when you need to restock, and avoid theft.
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increase sta� knowledge with modifiers.

ADVANCED REPORTING
Get the full view of your business wherever you 
are and make menu changes remotely.

BII Members Only
Exclusive Deals
Visit us on the BII Marketplace or at touchbistro.com/gb/bii-member

SAVING YOU  
TIME AND MONEY   
WWW.BII.ORG

BII MARKETPLACE  
– YOUR DIRECTORY  
OF HAND-PICKED 
SUPPLIERS,  
OFFERING EXCLUSIVE 
DEALS & OFFERS  
TO BII MEMBERS

MARKETPLACE
Great uniforms 
offer more than 
just clothing…

Improve your 
performance with 
these tips from 
Venners

Recognise the signs 
of mental health 
problems – CPL Online 

p57 p58-59

p61

Better profits

Looking the part

Head first
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MEET OUR PARTNERS SAVING YOUR BUSINESS £1000s  
AT BII.ORG/MARKETPLACE

MARKETPLACE

INNFRASTRUCTURE
01484 840088
enquiries@innfrastructure.com 

INN-HOUSE ASSOCIATES
0845 260 0757
enquiries@inn-house.co.uk

MELROSE
01454 419262
hello@melrosegroup.co.uk

MJ&A ACCOUNTANCY
01472 357068
abrierley.mja@gmail.com 

MORGAN WELLS
01274 580100
info@morganwellsuk.com

PLS MANAGEMENT LTD
0208 977 6255
office@pls.uk.com 

RS HOSPITALITY
07979 418211
anthony@rshs.co.uk

RUSHTONS
01253 345444
mail@rushtonsaccountants.com

STOCKOLOGY
01472 885652
mark@stockology.co.uk

WELLERS
0333 2416000
matthew.wyatt@wellersaccountants.co.uk

ELTA
01978 358535
sales@e-lta.com

ROSLYNS 
0114 213 8330
enquiries@roslyns.co.uk

CARROLL ACCOUNTANTS
020 8012 8483
accounts@carrollaccounts.co.uk

CMS PUB ACCOUNTANCY
0121 7302269
enquiries@cmspubaccountancy.co.uk 

DAVID JONES ACCOUNTANTS/DRJ
01937 581356
info@drjaccountants.co.uk

EVERETT KING 
0117 9255276
advice@everettking.co.uk

GMSM ACCOUNTING 
0117 203 4577
enquiries@gmsmaccounting.co.uk

HATCH BLUEPRINT
01384 210120
info@hatchblueprint.co.uk

INN CONTROL
01604 805715
info@inn-control.co.uk

INN TRADE ASSOCIATES
07925 284170
admin@inntrade.net

Accountants

Business Finance
PXL MORTGAGES
01785 256396
sales@pxlassociates.co.uk

YOU LEND
0845 600 3573
uksales@YouLend.com

Cellar 
BOC
0845 730 2302
sureserve@boc.com

Clothing  
& Uniforms 
DENNYS BRANDS
01372 377904
sophie@dennys.co.uk

Commercial  
Equipment
MAIDAID HALCYON
0845 130 8070
simon.wale@maidaid-halcyon.co.uk

Debt Advice  
Specialist
BRIDGEWOOD
0800 987 1011
pubs@bridgewood.co.uk

Commercial  
Equipment Servicing
CRYSTALTECH
0370 350 2424
service@crystaltech.co.uk

Business Insurance 
PXL
0333 006 8444
biienquiry@pxlassociates.co.uk
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Utilities & Energy  
Saving
BEOND
0208 634 7533
bii@beondgroup.com

Pubs to Let/New  
Businesses
FIND MY PUB
01902 374940
enquiries@findmypub.com

Ratings Advisors
HARRIS LAMB
0115 947 6236
pubrating@harrislamb.com

Sports Broadcasters
SKY SPORTS
0844 824 5530
www.business.sky.com/pubs/home/

Recruitment  
Specialists
FIND MY PUB JOBS
01902 376075
enquiries@findmypubjobs.com

Waste Disposal  
Services
WASTE SOURCE
0333 344 4083
sales@wastesource.co.uk

Mystery Shoppers

Card Payment Terminals

MELROSE
01454 419262
hello@melrosegroup.co.uk

FIRST DATA
0330 123 1241
fdmsleadmanagement@firstdatacorp.co.uk

PAYMENTSENSE
020 3893 2965
bii@paymentsense.com

GENERAL LEGAL, LICENSING  
AND TAX HELPLINE
0330 058 3878
Operated by John Gaunt & Partners,  
Bhayani Law & RSM

BRITISH INNKEEPING  
INSTITUTE
INFOR HOUSE  
1 LAKESIDE ROAD  
FARNBOROUGH  
GU14 6XP  
01276 684 449  
enquiries@bii.org  
BII.ORG

EPOS Tills
FIRST DATA CLOVER
0330 123 1241
fdmsleadmanagement@firstdatacorp.co.uk

TABOLOGY
0207 788 7638
bii@tabology.com

TOUCH BISTRO 
0800 368 8707
bii@touchbistro.com

Stock Control
VENNERS
01279 620820
biimembers@venners.co.uk

ROSLYNS 
0114 213 8330
enquiries@roslyns.co.uk

Drinks & Bar Snacks
FEVER-TREE
0207 349 4922
info@fever-tree.com

THE SUN VALLEY NUT CO
0800 917 8181
orders@sun-valley.co.uk

Licensing Law 
JOHN GAUNT & PARTNERS
0114 266 8664
bii@john-gaunt.co.uk

POPPLESTON ALLEN
0115 953 8500
c.weston@popall.co.uk

E-learning
CPL ONLINE
0151 6471057
info@cplonline.co.uk
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A s challenges within the 
hospitality industry increase, 
the need to be aware of 

employee wellbeing ranks higher than 
ever. This is particularly relevant for 
members of the team who struggle to 
communicate, don’t know which route 
to take for support, or may not display 
the signs of difficulties.  

Research carried out by CPL Online 
into mental health within the industry 
has provided valuable insight into 
how prevalent this is. Two hundred 
participants working within the sector,  
across a broad section of job levels 
and positions, revealed the perceived 
main causes of anxiety, stress and 
frustration in the workplace are: 

  Workload 
  Leadership 
  Work-life balance 
  Lack of training

Workload was identified by 73% of 
participants due to high expectations, 
extent of duties and deadlines with 
13% suggesting that understaffing was 
another major cause of stress. 

Leaders in any role are perhaps 
more able to positively affect good 
mental health among colleagues 
and to identify and signpost areas of 
concern. It is worrying, therefore, that 
leadership is itself identified as an area 
causing difficulties.  

As with any job, work-life balance 
is very important to employees and 
with the nature of jobs in hospitality 
being long and late hours, weekend 
shifts and insufficient time off 
(holidays unable to be taken during 
busy, popular periods) it is no surprise 
that finding the right balance is a cause  
for stress among 41% of respondents.  

WHAT TO DO 
Despite many organisations in  
the hospitality industry embracing the 

training of their managers, almost 
one in five of those involved in the 
research identified under-trained 
members of the team as a cause  
of frustration in the workplace.  

Hospitality businesses can 
help by ensuring: 

  Greater understanding of the  
symptoms of mental health 

  Teams are encouraged to be  
non-judgemental when 
supporting colleagues

  Employees can signpost 
colleagues in the right  
direction to get help 

When support is made available 
it facilitates early detection and 
treatment and, like with many 
illnesses, will aid recovery.  

With as many as one in four 
people that work in hospitality 
suffering with their mental  
health, it is crucial that support  
is made available. 

Mental health wellbeing can and  
does affect hospitality businesses in  
many ways. According to the research,  
respondents identified additional 
areas of impact if companies do not  
address mental health sensitively 
and effectively. These include 
affecting employee performance, 
concentration,staff morale and 
profitability. Lack of concentration, 
focus and engagement were also  
linked to poor customer service.

NEXT STEPS  
As a result of this research and CPL 
Online’s collaboration with ‘The Mind 
Map’, a not for profit community 
interest company with expertise in 
mental health, the new CPL Mental 
Health Support Champion e-learning 
course has just been launched  
(see p13). 

WITH ONE IN FOUR PEOPLE WORKING IN HOSPITALITY 
IDENTIFIED AS BEING AFFECTED BY MENTAL HEALTH  
RELATED ISSUES, CPL ONLINE SEEKS TO RAISE AWARENESS  
AND INCREASE SUPPORT USING E-LEARNING 

TACKLING MENTAL 
HEALTH ISSUES  

For further information about the 
research and/or new course contact  
CPL Online at info@cplonline.co.uk
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BOOST PROFITS THROUGH STOCK CONTROL ANALYSIS, SAYS VENNERS

A JOURNEY TO BETTER  
PERFORMANCE 

It’s a good idea to use any quieter 
days this autumn to reflect on 
your pub’s operating performance. 

Investigating how your bottom line 
has been affected by losses is one of the 
best ways to approach this. Knowing 
how to right the wrongs you discover 
will be the key to moving forward into 
the festive season with a clean and 
profitable slate. 

Cutting your losses  
Most publicans have a deep awareness 
of the multitude of ways in which their 
business can lose money. It’s this that 
should drive them first and foremost to 

finding out exactly what they’re losing 
and where they’re losing it. Only then 
will they be able to get a firmer grip 
on preventing profit losses. Having 
frequent access to performance data 
holds the key to these learnings.  

Tracking your progress   
There are some KPIs in particular that 
publicans should be keeping track of: 

  Shrinkage, the total revenue loss 
attributed to wastage, breakage  
and theft 

  Yield, a percentage statistic, which 
tells you how much potential revenue 
you have achieved from stock and 
conversely what has been lost 

  Sales Performance, ranks the 
performance of every menu item you 
sell and gross profit (GP%) – your 
revenue (exc VAT) minus the cost  
of goods sold. 

One way of receiving these regular 
business KPIs is to enlist the monthly 
services of a professional stocktaking 
company.  

Controlling your variables  
When analysing your stock 
control KPIs, understanding your 

food services’ profitability is just 
as important as your beverage 
performance. A good food offer 
has become a key part of most pub 
businesses, offering significant extra 
revenue opportunities. Even the 
smallest of pubs endeavour to provide 
some sort of dining experience and 
much like with beverages, tracking 
and controlling food stock can help 
you minimise unnecessary losses and 
help you achieve higher profits.  

Food service has more variables 
making it difficult to control. Counting 
ingredients is, at its best, time 
consuming and at its worst, simply  
not viable. Here are some measures 
you should have in place to help 
maintain control over your food stock 
and kitchen: 

  Regular high value counts on all 
protein items and other expensive 
ingredients – this is a worthwhile  
time vs benefit arrangement 

  Surprise item counts to catch  
out staff who help themselves to  
a premium meal on your wallet 

  Understand your wastage levels per 
ingredient to encourage more accurate 

“KNOWING HOW 
TO RIGHT THE 
WRONGS YOU 
DISCOVER WILL BE 
THE KEY TO MOVING 
FORWARD INTO THE 
FESTIVE SEASON 
WITH A CLEAN AND 
PROFITABLE SLATE” 
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PUB STOCKTAKING 
SPECIALISTS

 

Maximised Profits. Op�mised Controls.
venners

Quote your 
BII Membership No 
*T&Cs apply

Discounts apply 
for BII Members* 

BOOK NOW AT 
VENNERS.COM/BII 

Packages Include:

Flexible dates

Local stocktaker

No contract

Advice & Support

Same-day results

REDUCED 
SHRINKAGE 

MAXIMISED 
PROFIT

BII_SkyscraperAd_44x277mm.indd   1 04/09/2019   15:18:36

menu costings, thus ensuring you 
achieve your targeted GP% 

  Track dates and gain a deeper 
understanding of your sales, as this  
can help you rotate your stock and 
reduce wastage. 

To respond appropriately to 
fluctuating ingredient and supplier 
costs, and to help you set your prices 
at profitable levels, the analysis of food 
margins, benchmarking and menu 
costings are also key to keeping tighter 
control over the variables in  
your food offer.  

Trusting  
the evidence   
Getting it right  
can truly work 
miracles for your 
pub. Recent stock 
control analysis for  
a pub company’s 
40 sites proved that 
KPI data can help 
pub management drive 
impressive improvements in  
results. Over the course of two years  
an average increase of over 4% gross 
profit was achieved at each site. 
Investing in tracking and analysis of 
these KPIs is certainly worthwhile! 

Raking up the mess  
So, once you’ve managed to get an 
idea of the extent of your pub’s losses 
through KPI analysis, it’s time to 
pinpoint the areas in your business that 
need work. Certain problems can cause 
greater carnage than others. You’ve 
therefore got to make sure that you 
tackle the root causes of your losses  
in a timely and sequential manner.  

Inside abuse in the form of staff 
theft, for example, can be incredibly 
damaging. If you suspect culprits in 
your business, you need to act fast. 

Smaller, but equally damaging 
problems, can include things like 
write-offs, breakages or excessive 
stockholding, which may require  
a longer term and more dedicated 
approach in the form of training  
and policy implementation.  

Putting things right   
Setting monthly targets and 

incentivising your staff to  
achieve them can be 

a great way to get 
through your ‘to-do’ 
list! Pairing this with 
the KPI tracking 
mentioned here 
 can help solidify 

these targets and  
help keep staff 

accountable and 
motivated to achieve them.  

    Venners, the UK’s leading 
supplier of stocktaking, loss prevention 
and stock control services, can help 
you implement a solution that’s right 
for your pub; giving you greater control 
over your F&B performance and helping 
to boost profitability. 

For more information visit  
www.venners.com  

or call us now on 01279 620 866
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Call +44 (0)1372 377904 
or email: sales@dennys.co.uk

www.dennys.co.uk

HOSPITALITY CLOTHING SUPPLIERS DENNYS, EXPLAINS  
WHY ADOPTING STAFF UNIFORMS BRINGS BRAND BENEFITS 
AND CREATES A FEELING OF BELONGING

STAFF UNIFORMS  
ARE GOOD FOR BUSINESS 

A uniform, whether just  
an apron, an embroidered 
t-shirt or a full-service 
outfit, is a fantastic 
opportunity for staff to 

feel part of a team and increase their 
sense of belonging to your brand.  

A simple uniform also provides 
the ability to link your brand colours 
to your uniform, bringing multiple 
benefits. Apart from providing free 
advertising, you’ll find that you’ll be 
likely to benefit from stronger brand 
associations and awareness, as your 
staff are essentially promoting your 
look and in turn increasing customer 
expectations and trust in the value  
of your business.  

It is important to realise that 
a positive first impression starts 
the moment a customer walks 
through the door and that happy, 
well-dressed staff are a big 
factor in providing a long-lasting 
impression and repeat custom.  

The beauty of serving staff 
uniform is that it can be both simple 
or complex, smart or casual, and 
can vary greatly depending on the 
requirements of an establishment. 
A simple and cost-effective uniform 
which is great for an establishment 
(both small or large) with high staff 

turnover, seasonal staff or just a lot  
of casual staff is a classic t-shirt or  
polo shirt with added embroidery.  
Mix this with an apron or money 
pocket for a classic, smart look which 
is both functional and effective.  

Whilst functionality is 
important, you may also want 
to consider style. There are 
countless options out there, 
with the main factors 
to consider in your 
uniform choices 
are the design, 
colour, shape 
and fit.

Uniform 
needs to be well 
thought out to 
ensure all staff 
sizes and genders 
are comfortable 
in their workwear, 
which makes a simple 
t-shirt an effective garment 
to choose, as it can be worn with 
jeans, trousers, skirts or shorts.  
If your staff look and feel great, 
chances are their performance, 
comfort and self-esteem will be 
higher, and in turn your customers  
are more likely to return due to  
the positive service received.  

Our aprons are available 
in a range of fabrics to suit 
anyone – denim, linen, leather, 
polycotton, and most excitingly 
100% recycled polyester, all of 
which can also be embroidered.   
This is also the perfect uniform to  
be bought in large quantities (did  
you know we offer discounts for  
larger orders?) and once your 

embroidery choices are on file, 
it’s a rapid turnaround for 

additional orders.  
 Our t-shirts start 

from as little as £2.80 
(UC301), polo shirts 
from £5.56 (DH02) 
and if you need it,  
a casual waist apron 

can be from as little 
as £4.40 (DP100).  

All are special prices 
for BII members quoting 

BII20. Why not add your own 
company logo from only £3.00! 

(See our advertisement on the facing 
page for more details.)

 Keep it simple, keep it stylish  
and keep it Dennys.  
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FROM A PAIRING WHEEL TO A BESPOKE G&T MENU SERVICE, FEVER-TREE 
HAS ADVICE AND TOOLS TO HELP MAXIMISE YOUR DRINKS SALES WITH 
SOME FANTASTIC RESULTS

GET MIXING  
WITH FEVER-TREE   

W ith customers always on the 
look-out for new tastes and 
experiences, many enjoy 

exploring Fever-Tree’s range of 
mixers to discover interesting 
and unique flavours, all made 
with craft ingredients. Add to 
this the huge variety of gin on 
the market today and there are 
endless pairing opportunities 
for premium mixers like 
Fever-Tree on your bar.  

This is exactly why  
Fever-Tree created its 
flavoured tonic range – each 
specifically designed to 
complement the different 
flavours and botanicals in 
premium gins. The Gin 
& Tonic pairing wheel 
(pictured right) is 
the perfect partner 

of gins in each flavour profile to allow 
the range to cater for all tastes.

To further capitalise on this, how 
about stocking an appropriate range 
of products to pair with the spirits 
you stock? Fever-Tree’s pairing wheel 
matches the distinct flavours of each 
gin with a tonic that will perfectly 

complement them, helping you 
and your bar team get the best 
out of the gins on your back bar. 
Customers will love the chance  
to try all sorts of new serves based 
on flavours they know they  

enjoy, thereby boosting your 
G&T sales.   

Spirit pairing options can  
be multiplied by offering  
a range of premium mixers 
too. Take Monkey 47, which 
is full of different flavours, 

when it comes 
to offering recommendations for 
which is the best tonic for the flavour 
profiles of different gins. For example, 
Mediterranean Tonic Water with 
lemon thyme and rosemary from 
Provence pairs very well with 
citrus gins, while Aromatic tonic 
water uses angostura bark from 
South America and pimento berries 
from Jamaica to create a sweet, yet 
spicy, flavour, which goes well 
with juniper-heavy gins.  

Fever-Tree recommends 
that pubs, bars and restaurants 
should avoid stocking too many 
gins that sit in just one flavour 
category, and offer a selection  

“In 2018, Fever-Tree’s 
bespoke menu  
service delivered 
an average of 135% 
increase in premium 
gin sales and  
an average of 129% 
increase in overall  
gin & tonic sales”*
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www.fever-tree.com

and can deliver a variety 
of flavour profiles. Mix it 
with Fever-Tree Aromatic 
Tonic Water and garnish 
with strawberry and lime, 
or for something more 

citrussy, pair it with the 
Mediterranean Tonic Water  
and a grapefruit wedge. 
Similarly, floral notes in The 
Botanist gin are accentuated 
by Fever-Tree Elderflower 
Tonic Water, garnished  
with lemon and lavender, 
 whilst the gin’s more 
savoury notes can be 
complemented by Fever-
Tree Mediterranean  
Tonic Water,  
garnished with  
lemon and rosemary.

A pairing wheel can also help educate 
and enhance your staff’s knowledge, 
helping them to describe a gin’s 
nuances and explain why pairings work.  

Fever-Tree’s bespoke Gin & Tonic (G&T) 
Menu Service is also available to any 
pub, bar, restaurant or hotel that stocks 
at least three of their products and can 
be an invaluable tool for the bar team.  

It will display your G&T pairings based 
on flavour and offer the all-important 
choice to customers, as well as  
a superior drinking experience. Putting 
flavour at the front of consumers’ minds 
as a descriptor for each drink, and then 
recommending the complementary 
mixer and suitable garnish to 
encourage the trial of your new serves.  

In 2018, Fever-Tree’s bespoke menu 
service delivered an average of 135% 

increase in premium gin sales and  
an average of 129% increase in overall  
gin & tonic sales*. 

If you’d like to find out more on how your 
venue can benefit from these assets,  
simply complete the form by going 
online to: www.fever-tree.com/menus. 
Once submitted, one of the Fever-Tree 
design team will be in touch to help you 
through the process. 

For any other queries or menu help, please 
email bespoke.menus@fever-tree.com. 
Fever-Tree will aim to have your menu 
finalised and with you within 2-3 weeks. 

*  Figures taken as averages from 510 Fever-Tree 
menu stocking accounts in 2018 

CREATE YOUR OWN  
PAIRING WHEEL

Using your very own taste preferences and gin selection, Fever-Tree  
can now build a pairing wheel personalised to your business. Head  
to www.fever-tree.com/pairing-wheel to find out more.



COMMERCIAL  
INSURANCE  
tailored to the pub trade             
Cover can include:

• Buildings, contents,  
fixtures and fittings, stock

• Liability insurance -   
public liability, employers  
liability & product liability

• Unexpected tax and VAT  
investigation cover built in

LIFE INSURANCE 
SERVICE
We have specialist  
experienced staff that  
can help organize:

• Personal life insurance,  
key person protection 

• Shareholder / partnership 
cover 

• Commercial loan life  
insurance protection  

• Health insurance

We offer the following services:

Why Use PXL Insurance 
We are committed to helping the BII members in “both the good times and the bad”.

• Cover tailored to the hospitality trade

• Market leading prices guaranteed

• We provide an excellent claims handling service – that’s what we mean by “helping in  
the bad times”. You will be allocated a dedicated claims handler who will liaise between  
you and the insurer to ensure a speedy payout. 

Where should BII Members go for more information
Ring our dedicated helplines on:

Lines open Monday to Friday 9am to 5.30pm 

To obtain an online quote go to www.pxlassociates.co.uk 

www.pxlassociates.co.uk 
**Subject to terms of cover and claims 
experience remaining unchanged

PXL advert.indd   21 25/03/2019   23:40
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COMMERCIAL  
INSURANCE  
tailored to the pub trade             
Cover can include:

• Buildings, contents,  
fixtures and fittings, stock

• Liability insurance -   
public liability, employers  
liability & product liability

• Unexpected tax and VAT  
investigation cover built in

LIFE INSURANCE 
SERVICE
We have specialist  
experienced staff that  
can help organize:

• Personal life insurance,  
key person protection 

• Shareholder / partnership 
cover 

• Commercial loan life  
insurance protection  

• Health insurance

We offer the following services:

Why Use PXL Insurance 
We are committed to helping the BII members in “both the good times and the bad”.

• Cover tailored to the hospitality trade

• Market leading prices guaranteed

• We provide an excellent claims handling service – that’s what we mean by “helping in  
the bad times”. You will be allocated a dedicated claims handler who will liaise between  
you and the insurer to ensure a speedy payout. 

Where should BII Members go for more information
Ring our dedicated helplines on:

Lines open Monday to Friday 9am to 5.30pm 

To obtain an online quote go to www.pxlassociates.co.uk 

www.pxlassociates.co.uk 
**Subject to terms of cover and claims 
experience remaining unchanged

PXL advert.indd   21 25/03/2019   23:40

For Commercial Insurance call your 
dedicated helpline today on 0333 0068 444. 

For Life Insurance please call us  
on 01785 256 396 

SPECIAL OFFER  
FOR BII MEMBERS 

For BII Members we can offer 
these commercial finance 

services FREE OF CHARGE*, 
simply quote your membership 

number when you  
contact us.

ASKING PXL INSURANCE TO REVIEW YOUR CURRENT POLICY MIGHT NOT ONLY SAVE YOU 
MONEY, BUT COULD IDENTIFY ANY SHORT-COMINGS, FOR EXAMPLE, HAVING A PUB  
IN LONDON WITHOUT TERRORISM COVER

PXL INSURANCE  
& COMMERCIAL FINANCE

I t’s never too early to ask PXL 
Insurance to have a look at your 
current policy, even if you still have 
11-months of cover left.
Over the past three years, PXL 

Insurance has saved more than 800 BII 
members £600k+ in premiums, so speak  
to us today to find out more and lock in 
your quote now*. Our experience has 
found that the average savings more 
than covered the cost of your annual BII 
Membership fee for at least two years!  
And we are proud to have been selected 
by the BII to be its ‘broker of choice for 
all members insurance needs’.   

Commercial insurance 
tailored to the  
hospitality trade: 

  buildings 
  contents 
  fixtures and fittings 
  stock 

Liability  
insurance: 

  public liability 
  employers’ liability 
  product liability  

Call your dedicated helpline  
today on 0333 0068 444

Life insurance  
(new service) 

  personal and business  
  shareholder protection 
  key person protection 
  business debt protection  

Call your dedicated helpline  
today on 01785 256 396 

Why chose PXL Insurance? 
  cover tailored to the hospitality trade 
  market leading prices guaranteed 
  dedicated claim handler 
  unexpected tax investigation  

cover built in

* With regard to your personal finance. Whilst  
   PXL will not charge brokerage fees, you may  
   incur additional fees from the finance provider. 

PXL Commercial Finance 
Your trusted experts can now help 

you secure commercial finance too.

We can help you secure 
finance to:

  Purchase your first or 
additional licensed premises 

  Refurbish or extend your 
existing premises 
  Re-mortgage so you can  

take advantage of lower  
rate schemes 
  Buy a residential property 

so you can move out of your pub 
accommodation 

For example:  
We recently helped a couple purchase  
a pub in Wales that was on the market 
for £320,000. The couple wanted to 
borrow £125,000 which we arranged  
for them through a high street bank 

for a lower rate than they had been 
offered by their current bank. 

SPECIAL OFFER  
FOR BII MEMBERS 

Don’t wait for your policy renewal  
– contact us straight away to find  

out the savings you could be making 
on your annual premium, as  

we will guarantee to hold  
your quote for  
up to a year.*

I asked PXL to look at my policy when it 
came up for renewal. They carried out  
a comprehensive review and they 
pointed out it had a number of short-
comings, the most notable being it did 
not include “terrorism cover”, and for 
businesses operating in the London area 
that is an essential. I am delighted to 
say they upgraded my policy to ensure it 
incorporated every appropriate element 
of cover I needed and at a considerable 
saving on the annual premium.  
“My advice is give PXL a try, they should 
be able to save you a significant amount 
of money.”  

ANTHONY PENDER  
YUMMY PUB CO 

“
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If you require any further information  
or advice, please do not hesitate to get  

in touch with us  www.e-lta.com  
admin@e-lta.com  
 0151 346 2226

eLTA IS ONE OF THE LEADING NATIONAL PROVIDERS FOR LICENSED TRADE ACCOUNTANCY 
SERVICES. OUR SPECIALIST ACCOUNTANTS HAVE THE EXPERTISE AND KNOWLEDGE CRUCIAL  
TO HELP YOU MAKE YOUR BUSINESS A SUCCESS  

eLTA HAS NEVER BEEN  

TO HELP YOU & YOUR BUSINESS

F ounded in 2011, eLTA has gone 
from strength-to-strength and 
having recently merged with 
Pub Solutions UK, we are now 

in a better position than ever before to 
provide the best possible service to you.

Choosing an accountant that is  
a specialist within the industry will 
add even further value to the service 
you receive. Our specialist accountants 
have either worked in the licensed 
trade industry themselves, or have 
been specialised licensed trade 
accountants for a number of years,  
so they can give tailored advice based 
on real industry knowledge.  

It is also important to consider  
an accountant who can provide a full 
back office service, so everything from 
your book-keeping to your payroll is 
housed under one roof. 

Services available include: 

Book Keeping 
A book-keeping service means the 
only thing you have to worry about is  
sending the information in. There are  
many ways you can submit paperwork,  
whether it be post, email or online 
upload. There is a solution for everyone.

Stocktaking 
Stocktaking is one of the most vital 
reports you can get in your business.  
It not only gives you an accurate level 
of stock on site, but also provides  
an insight into product popularity  
and what items are giving you the  
best return on margin. An added 

advantage of using an external 
stocktaker is they usually have good 
knowledge of what products are 
popular in other business and what’s 
worth trying in yours, along with 
other hints and tips.   

Management Accounts 
Having up-to-date accounts means you 
will have a clear overview of how  
your business is doing. Information 
included in accounts is usually made  
up of the following: 

   Sales turnover 
   Average gross sales 
   Costs 
   Break-even 
   Profit and loss 
   Balance sheet 
   Sales v budget 
   Key performance indicators (KPIs) 
   VAT/tax/PAYE/pension &  

     MGD liability 

HMRC filings 
As a business owner or operator you 
have to follow certain guidelines set 
out by the Government, including 
making declarations to HMRC at 
certain points throughout the year. 
These can be monthly, quarterly or 
annually based on which department 
you are reporting to and include PAYE, 
VAT, MGD and tax. 

It is also important to note, that 
if you are operating as a limited 
company there are additional 
requirements and guidelines you  
have to follow including the filing  

of annual accounts and corporation 
tax. Your accountant will submit the 
information and notify you of any 
liabilities you may have to pay, but 
beware, there are fines for any late 
submissions or payments. 

Payroll & pensions 
With the Government workplace 
pension schemes now up and 
running, the responsibilities alongside  
employing and paying staff has greatly 
increased. As well as existing PAYE 
and National Insurance liabilities to 
HMRC, as an employer you will have 
to pay a percentage of the employees’ 
salary to your pension provider. 

Having a payroll service provider 
means you don’t have to worry about 
calculating how much is to be paid, 
or the pensions regulator reporting 
requirements, this is all taken care 
of for you. There are also a number of 
rules and guidelines when it comes to 
your staff, such as SSP or workplace 
pension eligibility, having a specialist 
provider means advice is just a phone 
call away. 



eLTA is a specialist pub accounting  
service dedicated to providing  
professional accounting and payroll  
services to the licensed trade.

Our expert knowledge of the pub  
business, combined with our professional  
accountancy, taxation expertise and full 
back office book-keeping leaves you free  
to do what you do best – running  
a successful pub.

With eLTA as a part of your team, you are  
free to enjoy running your pub, safe in the  
knowledge that the financial side of your  
business is in expert hands.

PARTNERS

What we do

• Detailed Management Accounts

• HMRC Registrations & Planning

• Ltd company set up for new  
& existing businesses

• Financial forecasts & Planning

• Statutory tax returns  
& Tax planning advice

• Tax investigation services

• Consultant visits  
& Specialist reviews

• Sales planning  
& Business development



ALL AT THE BEST 
TIMES FOR THE 
TRADE

WITH THE BIGGEST 
MATCHES EVERY 
WEEKEND

MORE GAMES 
THAN EVER 
BEFORE

A NEW LINE-UP THIS 
SEASON ON  

08448 245 860
Or visit skyforbusiness.sky.com

Call for the best deal for your venue

Sky Sports requires a Sky subscription agreement. Channels and content availability are dependent on the Sky subscription agreement. Equipment and installation costs may apply. Scheduling and content are correct at the date 
of print (09/09/2019) and may be subject to change. Further terms apply. Molson Coors and Diageo partnership discount – offer only available to certain licensed premises in England and Wales who subscribe to Sky Ultimate and 

comply with Molson Coors (UK) and Diageo terms, including minimum volume commitments and a 12 month minimum term. 12 month minimum term and payment via direct debit for Sky Ultimate apply. For more information and full 
terms and conditions visit www.molsoncoorssky.co.uk. Calls to Sky cost 7p per minute plus your provider’s access charge. All rights reserved.

Plus new for this season - our partnership offer just got better.
Now get up to 50% off Sky Sports with

and

Every game’s a winner, including: 
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